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Preface 

Extracting a coherent description of the economic reform4 
from the flood of materials now pouring out of China is in 
itself a difficult task. Significant but undramatic 
developments are easily lost in the noise surrounding bold 
experiments, many of which will undoubtedly fade away before 
effecting per,nanent changes. It ls not surprising that few 
observer• have ventured beyond description to syst�■atic 
analysis and interpretation. In the papers brought together in 
this volwae, we are concerned prfmarily with suggeating 
analytical approaches that may prove helpful in sorting through 
a massive body of evidence and in understanding the planning 
and financial reforms of 1984-87. 

We gratefully acknowledge aupport provided by the Ford 
Foundation, and we thank Tom Davis, Peter McClelland, Victor 
Nee, Jan Prybyla, Scott Rozelle, George Staller, Jan Svejnar, 
and Henry Van,Jr., for co11111ents and sµggestlons. 
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Ithaca, New York 
December 1987 
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Introduction 

Studies of socialist economic reform generally take one or 
the other of two analytical approaches. In a typical study 
taking the first approach, corrective measures intended to 
address certain deficiencies of existing economic institutiona 
precipitate a cycle of systemic changes. As the cycle unfolda, 
unanticipated consequences elicit new corrections, which may 
reverse, redirect, or reaffirm earlier measures. A collection 
of cycles nay occur simultaneo11sly in different parts of the 
economic syst•■ and ln different spheres of economic activity. 
In some cases, the overall reform episode see•• to evolve mor• 
or less as a random walk; in other cases, a general direction 
becomes evident (when, for exa11ple, the reform episode is 
deemed •■arket-oriented•). Discussions taking this approach do 
not appeal to a determinate target systea, or •model•, in 
interpreting the reform process. 

In the second approach, socialist economic refor••• are 
viewed as attempts to engineer tranaitiona fro■ existing 
systems to target systems that are conceptualized in some 

_detail by the reformdrs themselves. The reform process is then 
a sort of map-making exercise. The reformers know roughly 
where they are and where they want to go; they attempt to 
understand the terrain in between, to chart a transition path, 
and to move along it -- perhaps with detours and course 
correctiona enroute as the terrain becomes clearer to the■ and 
as their destination itself is identified more precisely. 

Nearly all studies of reform in post-Kao China have taken 
the first approach -- and with good reason. Although some 
Chinese reforwra called for clear conceptualization of a 
target system, the reform was undertaken long before any such 
target was officially endorsed. In the cities, many 
uncoordinated measures were implemented during 1979-83, and 
some yielded notable results; however, they did not initiate a 
dynamic comparable to the one that carried rural China back to 
family farming. Urban reform posed immediate threats not only 
to bureaucrats but also to managers and workers forced to 
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accept unfarni..liar responsibilities and to face greater risks. 
Then too, the early ad hoc measures created some unintended 
obstacles to further reform. In any case, China's reformers 
soon becam� disillusioned with the scattershot approach and 
stepped up their efforts to specify both a target system and an 
overall reform program. These efforts yielded a "new economic 
model", the structure of which is examined in the first paper 
of this vol•imP.. If in fact the model is guiding urban reform, 
the latter may be viewed as an attempted transition from the 
inherited system to a new one (roughly identified in 1984 and 
subsequently elaborated in greater detail). Hence, an 
analytical approach of little relevance at the height of the 
rural reform may prove more useful in understanding the current 
transformution of urban economic institutions. 

The new economic model is built upon a redefinition of the 
relationship between government departments and individual 
agents. This redefinition has been cast largely in terms of 
financial autonomy. Unsurprisingly, financial aspects of the 
target system have become increasingly important in the Chinese 
literature - - and n1.1merous innovations in the financial sphere 
are now being implemented. The second paper in this vol11m� 
identifies and s11mmarizes these innovations, attempts to 
characterize the major strands of financial reform, and 
provides an interpretation of their significance in the 
transition to a more market-oriented system. 



Mandatory Planning and Guidance in the New Economic Model 

Thomas P. Lyons 

The remarkable cycle of reforms that swept rural China 
during the late 1970's and early 1980's was initiated by rather 
modest corrective measures and proceeded without benefit of a 
master plan. To the extent that any clear conceptualization 
of the new rural institutional framework eventually emerged, it 
was more an extrapolation from events already unfolding than a 
factor in determining the course of those events. Over the 
past several years. the nature of the reform process in urban 
China appears to have di verged from that in the countryside. 
As noted in the Introduction, the scattershot, or •partial,• 
approach of 1979-83 fell into disrepute. By 1984. China's 
reformers were referring to a •new economic model• and were 
beginning to view the overall reform effort as a purposeful 
transition from the inherited system to one consistent with1their new model. 

beef.nation of China's new economic model .. · if indeed one 
has emerged -- would clearly contribute to an understanding of 
the refc,ia process. The Central C<•••o+ittee' s landaark 
"Decision on Economic Reform• (October 1984) was widely 
described as a blueprint for urban reform. But the "Decision" 
provides, at best. only a broad characterization of the new 
model and a description in general ter11a of some key components 
(Zhonggong zhongyang 1984). The characterization in the 
"Decision• represents a compromise a■Qng competing visions of 
China's economic future; in particular, it renounces both the 
requirement that mandatory planning remain the primary means 
of coordinatlon and control and the suggestion that free 
markets should replace planning (Zhonggong zhongyang 1984, I
S). While the "Decision" may reflect a fit■ central co111;itment 
to reform and an endorsement of an emerging model, it ls not in 
itself a clear statement of that model. In fact. no subsequent 
central doc••ment has specified the contours of China's post
reform system with any degree of precision. Unsurprisingly. 
outside interpretations of China's urban ref om effort 
typically proceed without substantive appeal to an underlying 
model; the urban reform - - like the rural -- is treated as a 
collection of more or less independent measures devoid of any 
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prescribed target or overall design. 
· This paper attempts to confirm the existence of a coherent 

model sufficiently well-defined - - and widely accepted - - to 
be relevant in designing and prosecuting urban reform and, 
therefore, in understanding the overall reform process. 
Sections I and II reconstruct in some detail that portion of 
the new model bearing directly upon economic planning. and 
also provide some indication of the areas in which general 
consensus has not been reached. Section III steps outside the 
confines of Chinese interpretations, inquiring as to whether or 
not the current compromise solution might sustain reasonably 
efficient resource allocations; in other words, Section III 
turns from the central question of existence to that of 
workability. The entire paper, then, focuses not upon the 
ref�r• itself but upon its intended target. 

As suggested earlier, the 1984 "Decision" committed the 
Central Cvm•• l ttee only to a broad target zone and hence to a 
general direction of systemic change. The •Decision," 
however, was accompanied by a large body of popular and 
technical literature that tentatively identifies a much smaller 
neighborhood of specific target syst•ms. Assembling components 
salvaged from a n11rnl,er of works by different writers is, of 
course, a risky business, because the resulting composite may 
yield an exaggerated sense of logic and coherence and of 
agreement on fundam'!ntals. In this case, however, such a 
synthesis is clearly implied by publication of several 
collections explicitly presented as descriptions and analyses 
of the new model or as elaborations of the "socialism 11th 
Chinese characteristics" endorsed in the "Decision" itself. 

I. Means of Coordination and Control 

The cornerstone of China's new economic model is a 
separation of the functions and responsibilities of various 
government departments - - at the national, provincial, and 
local levels -· from those of individual agents. In a clear 
departure from their pre-reform status as "pawns on a 
chessboard• and as "appendages• of government, agents are now 
to take primary responsibility for planning their own 
activities (Zhonggong zhongyang 1984, 1-7: Ruan 1984, 135; Sun 
Xiaoliang 1984, 31-37). The problems of coordination and 
control (that is, of making the operational plans for different 
agents mutually consistent and of orienting them toward the 
state's goals) must be addressed in ways that accommodate 
dispersion of authority and that recognize agents' differing 
motivations. This section identifies the key pieces of the 
new model. beginning with the notion of autonomy for 
individual agents and proceeding to the various means of 
coordination and control. The two following sections then 
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assemble these pieces, so as to permit interpretation of the 
entire planning system at the heart of the new model. 

Enterprise autonomy. While the separation of governae.nt 
from operational decision-making affects all households and 
enterprises in China, the change is most significant for state
owned enterprises and large urban collectives. In the earlier 
period of urban reform (roughly 1979-82), enterprise "autonomy• 
was closely identified with profit retention and, more 
generally, with the financial relationship between enterprise 
and state (Lee 1986, 49). The 1984 "Decision" and the 
subsequent civil law reflect a rethinking of the notion of 
autonomy: the enterprise is to become an independent legal 
entity endowed with specific rights and responsibilities, able 
to enter into contracts and to seek redress, and entitled to a 
measure of protection against encroachment by government 
department� (Zhonggong zhongyang 1984, 1-4; Zhonghua ren11in 
1986a, 2). The delineation of enterprise rights is most 
clearcut in the spheres of production, procurement, and 
marketing (Yu 1985, 72-74; Zeng 1984, 95). The enterprise is 
to choose a bundle of outputs and current inputs; arrange 
supplies through contract negotiations and open purchases; 
market its products; make specific internal arrangements for 
deployment of its labor force and fixed assets in the 
production process; and, within limits, decide upon prices for 
its products and compensation for its employees. In certain 
other spheres delineation of enterprise authority remains 
problematical. 4 For exa•■ple, the •Decision• provides that 
enterprises should be capable of transforming and developing
themselves {Zhonggong zhongyang 1984, I-4). The intent of this 
provision is apparently to permit a11ple scope for maintenance 
of existing plant and exploitation of "latent capacity• through 
enterprise initiatives -- while precluding large new 
investments in fixed assets without gover1uinsntal approval. But 
in practice, no clear line of demarcation has been identified 
to separate investment-related decisions of a routine nature 
from those of sufficient iaportance to be reserved to the 
state; the practical distinction between renovation and 
construction la very murky, and many projects are assigned to 
one category (or to both) more or less arbitrarily (Li Desui 
1984, 32; Zeng 1984, 94). 

With the delineation of specific right•, the financial· 
relationship between enterprise and state is no longer the 
defining feature of autonomy; rather, it has become a 118ans of 
prodding the enterprise into exercising its new operational 
authority. Individual renumeration, collective benefits, and 
the discretionary funds available to management are to be 
closely linked with enterprise perfu:r•+ance (Zhuang 1984). 
Direct lateral relationships among enterprises -- a conspicuous 
sphere of experimentation during the earlier reform period--
also take on a new coherence and significance. Whereas profit 
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retention provide• the motive for autonomo-as and enterprising 
behavior, freedom to initiate transactions and the existence of 
mechaniaaa by which to do so provide the opportunity. The 
state'• ■aterial-supply mnopoly doea survive for certain 
ite■•, but in 1110st instances the new system is supposed to 
present agents with competing channels through which they can 
freely procure inputs and market outputs (Zhang and Li 1984, 
122-23). The idea of •open circulation• carries over from 
coaaodity markets to other areas, including finance, 
employ...nt, and infor•-•tion. The new model admits capital 
earkets, to perait reallocation and pooling of the retained 
funds dispersed aaong enterprise• (Wu 1984, 51: Zhao 1984, 190-
96). It •ch•its some degree of labor mobility, through open 
recruitaent and through employment by contract rather than by 
state aaaigruaent with lifetim• tenure (Guowu yuan 1986a; Guowu 
yuan 1986b). And it admits sale of inf<,r•+ational services, 
such as earket surveys and forecaata, technical research and 
development, and management con■ulting (Zeng 1984, 90; Yu 1984, 

Chinese analyata recognize that, in this new environment, 
agents use a wide variety of signals to identify the courses of 
action available to the■ and to evaluate expected payoffs. 11\e 
current notion of autonomy doea not preclude issuance of 
mandatory directive• by government departaents -- that ls, the 
uae of signals comstrainlng the rang• of alternative courses of 
action that specific agents may legally consider. Indeed, 
some use of •administrative m•thods•, including mandatory 
planning, remaims •essential• (Gui 1984, 40). Recent 
elaborations of the new model, however, clearly indicate that 
mandatory directives are to be of secondary importance, with 
coordination and control effected pri••�ily through signals 
influencing agents' perceptions of the various net payoff• 
associated with each cour•e of action and the probabilities of 
particular payoffs being realized. Needless to say. within 
this general prescription, co1111entators do differ on the 
appropriate extent of government intervention and the specific 
■ix of lnatruaent• to be used. 

KtwJ.-toa plennin1. The •Deciaion• prescribes mandatory 
plans for •eejor econoaic activitie• that affect the overall 
situatione"" and for •tboae important products affecting the 
nationel econoay and the people'• livelihood that need to be 
allocated by the •tat•• (Zhonggong zhongyang 1984, 1-5). The 
need 
other 
inadm

for allocation by 
factors, the 

issibility of mark

the 
pera
ets 

state 
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1985, 83-84). 

Major activities subject to mandatory planning include 
those serving national defense, maintenance of strategic 
reserve•, and the conduct of China'• foreign economic policy, 
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as well as large investment projects (Zeng 1984, 100). The 
planning of major activities may require mandatory planning of 
some inputs, especially to the construction industry. Project 
approval carries a co.ccoai.tment to ensure supplies of important 
materials and equipment to contractors -- and perhaps of other 
goods and services that enter major activities only indirectly, 
through the demand of contractors' suppliers (Tao 1984, 203-
204). In addition, mandatory planning is to cover certain 
fuels, raw and processed materials, and machines. Planning of 
cons11mer goods, although explicitly admitted in the "Decision," 
is reserved for essentials in persistent short supply. In a 
norm•l year, then, mandatory planning covers a small portion of 
urban economic activity and a �mall share of industrial output 
-- 20-30 percent of gross value, mostly in two or three dozen 
classes of producer goods (Klenner and Wiesegart 1985, 25; 
Balassa 1986, 14; Wang GuiW\1 1984, 217). 

From the point of view of the typical urban enterprise, 
the entire plan will imply at most a small n11ml>er of mandatory 
directives. Most county-level plants will receive no 
directives at all (Tao 1984, 207) Only in an exceptional case 
. • a key enterprise engaged pr1marily in activities affecting 

the overall situation or in production of important 
co1+•'>dities -- does the plan yield an array of directives 
narrowly circ,arnscribing operational decisions. Even then, 
fulfillment of mandatory directives is not to account for all 
available capacity (Zhongyang remain 1985. 84). 

The deemphasis of administrative meana is reflected in the 
content of individual directives as well a• in the overall 
scope of mandatory planning. First, constraints should be 
imposed upon aggregates rather than their components; an 
enterprise might be given a steel target specifying its miniJaWll 
total output ( in tons) with no mandatory requirements as to 
product mix (Liu 1984. 15) . Some writers prefer aggregate 
targets in value terms over those in physical units (Yang Zhuo 
1984, 161-62). Second, mandatory planning will not generally 
involve designation of specific transactions Agents with 
production or sales targets can be left to find their own 
custoll8rs; in particular, a state purchase order need not 
accompany a production target. Conversely, portions of the 
plan can be implemented partly through state purchases, without 
requiring issuance of directives to producers themselves (Wang 
Zhuo 1984, 180-81; Liao 1984, 46). 

While most co,o,n@ntators accept that planners issuing 
mandatory directives must provide the "necessary conditions• 
for their fulfillment, the implications of this responsibility 
are no longer transparent (Jiang 1984, 132. 143). In the old 
system, enterprises could not fulfill output targets unless 
they were allocated inputs. In the new model, a typical 
enterprise may receive output targets that are not actually 
binding or that require only marginal changes in the output 
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bundle it would otherwise choose in pursuit of its own 
interests. Furthermore, the enterprise has opportunities to 
acquire inputs outside the state's material-supply system. In 
some cases, then, the planners' responsibility may be 
discharged simply by ensuring adequate total supplies of 
essential inputs, without arrangements for delivery to those 
enterprises receiving output targets. In other cases, 
enterprises receiving targets might be granted priority in 
purchasing inputs (Tao 1984, 207). 

Free markets. While one portion of the economy remains 
subject to mandatory planning, another portion is explicitly 
reserved to "spontaneous regulation• •· that is, to 
coordination without mandatory planning or governmental 
guidance (via, e.g., price controls). Spontaneous regulation 
includes a variety of market structures ranging from bilateral 
monopoly to near-perfect competition, as well as any non-market 
means of allocation exercised outside the government's economic 
bureaucracy. 

The bounds of spontaneous regulation are to be specified 
by the state, prJmarily by en•ae■-<rating C()'•••eodities that ■ay be 
freely produced and exchanged. According to the "Decision,n• 
production and exchange completely regulated by the market 
occur ■ainly in some farm and sideline products, in small 
manufactured cons,amer goods, and in service and repair trades 
(Zhonggong zhongyang 1984, I-5). The list of specific 
cv&•■n'l)dities is likely to include those that are highly 
perishable, are traded in localized markets, are quickly and 
easily produced, or that have little bearing upon China's 
overall economic perfor11ance and development (Ma 1984, 212; Gui 
1984, 41). Within industry, spontaneous regulation is intended 
to account for 20-30 percent of output, by gross value (Klenner 
and Wiesegart 1985, 25). 

In general, any agent may engage in production and sale of 
items reserved to spontaneous regulation. Many enterprises, 
especially individual and cooperative businesses, will be 
engaged solely in such activities; others, such as state 
enterprises subject to mandatory planning, may occasionally 
allocate a portion of their capacity to production of 
profitable free-market items. 

The "Decision• and the accompanying co;111ictntaries leave 
little doubt that spontaneous regulation is viewed as inferior 
to state guidance, especially for coordination of agents' plans 
beyond the very short term. Admittedly, freedom of entry and 
price flexibility would make production highly responsive to 
consumer demand; however, "anarchic" market conditions and 
unethical competitive practices are also anticipated, and 
spontaneous regulation is believed conducive to faulty 
investment decisions. In fact, some of these s•aspicions are 
well-founded, because competition in some markets will be 
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highly imperfect and because free-market prices will be 
distorted by price-fixing elsewhere in the economy 

Some writers point out means of lndirect control over 
spontaneous activities (You 1984, 173) Shortages of essential 
inputs (outside the state's material supply system) may serve 
to squelch some activities that are nominally beyond state 
guidance, and some attflt•■pts to enter the free-market sector may 
run up against ,�ntrols over investmentn. Kore generally, the 
state can influence the scope and vitality of the sector by 
manipulating the attractiveness of self-employmnt through 
welfare provisions and tax codesn. 

Guidance pltppin1n. The largest portion of the urban 
economy (in ter,1111 of output) ls to be subject to guidance 
planning, in which the state attempts to influence the expected 
financial payoffs p!rceived by agents and hence to guide their 
business dee is ions Guidance planning covers cc-11,1,odities and 
activities that are neither crucially important to the national 
economy nor sufficiently insignificant to merit the hands-off 
approach of spontaneo11a regulation In addition, for each 
c�•■Aodity subject to mandatory planning, guidance planning 
covers that portifn of total output to which no mandatory 
directive• apply. In ter••s of agents, guidance planning 
affects virtually the entire economy. directly in most cases 
and indirectly, via spillover effects, in the ca••• of agents 
engaged solely ln free-market activitiesn. 

nte guidance plan itself (1. e , the array of signals 
purposefully generated by the state, exclusive of mandatory 
directives) has both indicative and manipulative dimension.a. 
The indicative diaension includes non-mandatory targets, 
forecasts, and announcements of government priorities and 
strategies (Tao 1984, 206). The stated Intent of these signals 
ls to permit informed decision-making by agents, ln the belief 
that plans lnimical to the state's lnterests frequently result 
from lack of lnfo,-11a t lon rather rhan from genuine 
•cont.radictions• becw,en Lndividual agencs and the state (Sun 
Xiaoliang 1984. 37> The aanipulative dimension lnvolves 
active control of •econo■ic leveranw ranging from blunt 
instruments of macro pollcy to lnstrwaents that can be targeted 
at specific agents or c�'\••■r.dities (Zhonggong zhongyang 1984. I· 
5; Yu 1985. 152-84). Adequate control requires manipulating a 
coordinated set of levers, so as to create a wtransaiasion 
belt• linking the ove�all development plan of the state with 
the operational plans of numerous agents (Sun Xiaoliang 1984, 
37, 39). 

Price controls are the most important levers in guidance 
planning (Zuo 1984, 61) The prices of all goods and services, 
except those on the free-market l lst. are subject to state 
control A few prices · for some of the key fuels. materials, 
and types of equipment under mandatory planning and for some 
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services •- are to be pegged; the rest are to be bounded by 
floors or ceiling• (or both) (Yu 1985, 159-68)n. For an item 
having a fixed in-plan price, above-quota output may typically 
be sold at any price within a specified band (e.gn. ,  between 80 
and 120 percent of the fixed price)n. 

The other principal types of economic levers include tax 
schedules and the terms of credit. Some of these levers (e.gn. ,  
c�•••·•dity taxea) are closely related to price controls, in that 
they directly affect the current prices actually received or 
paid by individual agents. Indeed, manipulation of the tax 
code is viewed as a means of compensating for irrationalities 
in the price structure (Kong 1984, 75; Zhongyang reD11in 1985, 
101). Tax and credit levers also serve other purposes--
notably in the sphere of entry and exit decisions, through 
their effects upon fixed costs. 

Most Chinese co-entators interpret guidance as an 
integration of traditional planning and the market. The need 
for a system that integrates theae two ■echani••• •· as opposed 
to accomaodating the■ side by aide -- is deduced from the 
demonstrated strengths and wealtneasea of each and the 
complementarities between them (Liao 1984, 41-46; Yu 1985, 140-
44). Planning is thought to be superior in maintaining 
aggregate balance and in serving the interests of the entire 
society; the market is ·superior in resolving problems of 
detail, such as product variety and quality, and in promoting 
efficiency through competition and the test of direct judgment 
by consumers (Zhonggong zhongyang 1984, I-4 and I-7). In the 
new system, agents receive both infor,■ation concerning 
governm.ental objectives and the overall state of the economy 
(through planning) and infot•••tion concerning the demand and 
supply conditions of fm•••diate importance to them (through 
participation in markets) (Vang Renzhi 1984, 22). Chinese 
interpretations of guidance planning also suggest a conscious 
trade-off between inf<1r■aational efficiency and precision. 
Administrative aethoda are desirable because they permit direct 
control of some target variables, but the high cost of 
administrative ■ethoda limits their scope. Economic levers are 
more potent in tel•i"" of the response to a given allocation of 
reaourcea to regulatory effort, but the impact of regulation 
through econoaic levers cannot be accurately predicted (e.ng.n, 
because relevant elasticities are not known). Some combination 
of mandatory and guidance planning ■axlllizea the retur,1 to 
inveat,ent in regulatory capacity. 

On a more practical plane, the remarks of Chinese 
bureaucrats reveal widespread confusion concerning the nature 
of guidance planning. In some cases, •guidance planning• is 
thought of as local planning (distinct from planning by the 
central govenuaent), even though the local plans may be 
mandatory when sent down to agents. In other cases, "nguidance 
planning• refers to mandatory output targets not accompanied by 
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input allocations or simply to various sorts of flexibility not 
permitted in the old system (Naughton 1986, 13 - 14)n. 

IIn. The Planning Process 

The basic 11ission of the state's econo11ic bureaucracy 
remains unchangedn. Constrained by the general goals and 
priorities of the leadership and by any specific conditiorus 
handed down to it, the bureaucracy is supposed to produce a 
develop11ent program extending over a n,,■ber of years and to 
ensure, during each year, that the pattern of economic activity 
is consistent with this program In the old system, the 
bureaucracy pursued this mission in a straightforward manner , 
building up the pattern of activity bit by bit through direct 
control over individual agents and transactionsn. Ironically, 
this attention to detail is said to have precluded adequate 
consideration of the overall developaent programn. so that the 
varioua component• of state control were not integrated into a 
coherent whole serving the general goals of the leadership (Tao 
1984, 199) In the new aodel, planners need not address 
matters that can be handled adequately by agents themselves and 
can therefore devote ■ore attention to maintaining "overall 
balance,n" to overseeing major projects • ·  andn, in general, to 
matters beyond the horizons of individual agents (Liu 1980 , 
241 , 246) 

Procedures . Such features of China's new economic model aa 
enterprise autonomy and guidance planning would seem likely to 
have significant implications for planning procedures -- that 
is, for the sequences of activities through which goals handed 
down by the political leadership are translated into an array 
of signal• intended for delivery to agents. Surprisingly, 
Chinese discussions provide little infor•••tion about 
procedures. This may reflect a pres••mption that fundamental 
procedural changes are not needed to acco11110date other features 
of the new model or a belief that resolution of other issues 
(including those of bureaucratic structuren, discussed below) is 
prerequisite to elaboration of specific proceduresn. In any 
case, cowntatora who explicitly consider procedural matters 
generally dg not venture beyond brief descriptions of certain 
key stagese. 

In line with the "Decisionn. "  virtually all co,..,o-.ntators 
agree that the bureaucracy should devote much of its effort to 
"strategic" planning · · to for-.lation of longn- and medi••■-tera 
development programs centered upon the growth and distribution 
of national income (Zhonggong zhongyang 1984 , 1 - 5 ;  Vu 1984 , 
50). Goals handed down by the leadership constrain strategic 
planning by, for exa11ple, specifying min!J11P1 growth rates for 
certain components of national income or requiring a certain 
redistribution of income among regionsn. One objective of this 
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stage is to detect potential bottlenecks and imbalances 
between demand and productive capacity, providing a basis for 
plannersn' efforts to direct the allocation of investment and 
to compile a list of key construction projects (Sun Xiaoliang 
1984, 38 ; Liao 1984, 44 ; Zeng 1984, 96). 

In the second stage, annual targets are extracted from 
strategic plans, and targets for the current year are 
incorporated into a set of preliminary balances. Th� most 
important targets pertain to the allocation of anticipated 
national income among components of cons,,,nption and investment 
and to the growth of capacity and outputn, for regionsn, 
industries , and key co•n■aQdity groups. In the old system , 
balances were struck primarily in terms of physical units 
rather than values, and they emphasized planned transfers 
rather than the total quantities produced and cons11med 
nationwiden. In the new system, transfer balances in physical 
units may remain important for a portion of the urban economy 
and especially for key fuels and materials; however , these are 
to be embedded in larger "social" balances struck mainly in 
value term� and pertaining to total supply and demand (Wu 1984n, 
45 ; Liu 1984, 1 3 ;  Wang Zhuo 1984 , 177-80). Such social 
balancing permits "using the law of value even in mandatory 
planning,n• so as to make mandatory directives as consistent as 
possible with the perceived economic interests of agents 
receiving themn(Zhonggong zhongyang 1984, I - 5 ;  Zhongyang remain 
1985 , 54-55 ) .  9 Other important balances include those 
pertaining to budgetary revenues and expenditures, credit , and 
international payments ( Zheng 1984b, 189 ; Wang Zhuo 1984n, 167 ) n. 
"Scientific" balancing is to reflect careful attention to 
objective constraints , make use of econometric models and 
input-output tables (now in preparation)n, and acquire 
inform4tion in a more systematic and timely fashion (Liu 1984n, 
13 ; Yu 1985, 304 ; Naughton 1983, 16-17).  

Also in the second stage, new key projnects are assigned to 
specialized offices for planning and for contracting to 
construction companies ( Sun Xiaoliang 1984, 38)n. The remainder 
of the investment program is written into guidelines and quotas 
for specialized co1a■ndrcial banks and their local branches , in 
order to control the flow of loanable fundsn. 

The third stage entails design of "concrete policies and 
measures• intended to bring the pattern of activity during the 
current period into conformity with the relevant targets (Zhou 
198 2 ,  112)n. Some of the variables entering balances as targets 
- - such as expenditures related to key projnects - - may be 
subject to direct control by government departmentsn. Most 
macro targets, however , can be pursued only indirectly , 
through mandatory directivesn. adjustments to the free -market 
list , and various foras of guidance (Zeng 1984, 97)n. The 
central tasks of the third stage, then , are rational selection 
of concrete measures from among those available and the 
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coordination of :waaurea selected by df&ferent planning office• 
(and by other gov•ruaaent departments). 

The routine for mandatory planning is likely to remain 
basically similar to that of the pre-refur■ system, with 
planners issuing preliminary target• to agentai, receiving 
counterproposals from agentai, and negotiating a aet of legally 
binding directives at central and aunicipal planning 
conferences. A portion of the mandatory plan for any current 
year can be carried overi, with minor revlaion■i, from the 
previoua year (Vu 1984i, 48). A second portion pertains to new 
project• and to any newly operational plant• producing ••jor 
co111110ditiea. The remainder of the plan accomaodatea proposals 
initiated by agents (Vu 1984 , 48; Naughton 1986 , 12) . An agent 
might request to be incorporated in mandatory plans in order to 
engage in an activity that ls reserved to goverument decision
making or to secure fuelsi, materialsi, or transportation via 
direct allocations or priority in purchasing. 

Guidance planning and revision of the free-earket list are 
undertaken on a rolling basia and are only loosely tied to the 
fixed horizons of overall balancing. Finalization of a 
mandatory plan , however,  la likely to require a round of 
adj11st•n•nta to the price controls, tax rate• , and other 
guidance measure• then in effect. These adjuat- ents way be 
needed to provide economic incentive• for fulflll-■ent of 
mandatory target•i, to correct disequilibria (within exiating 
price control•) cauaed by iapoaitlon of new q•1antity 
conatralnta, and to addre•• any adverae effect• upon government 
budgeta. Each round of guidance planning proceeds according to 
an established routine analogous to that already developed for 
traditional mandatory planning (Tao 1984, 206-07). Government 
departments first produce and disseminate short- ter■ forecast• 
of total demand for varlowa coe■•l)dltieai. After the functions 
to be served by each economic lever are decided upon , the 
responsible departments propose specific measures to the 
planning co-isslons for review and approval. Price controls 
and other fc,1ms of active guidance are then supposed to be 
iapleaented in an •orderly and timely• manner (Sun Xuewen 1984 , 
65). Th••• • together with the forecast• already disseminated, 
constitute the bulk of the guidance plan. Agents then 
furaulata their o•n operational plans and enter into contracts; 
atat• planner• 110nitor price eovement• and inventory changes 
and update their aoclal balance•i, in preparation for a new 
round of adjustment• to guidance measures (Liao 1984i, 45). 

Although adllinlatered price• play a crucial role in the 
new systea, the rules governing their for•e•tion are not clear. 
Rational prices are not identified with general equilibrinn (Ma 
1984, 212-18). Theoretical values (derived from estimates of 
average coats) are supposed to provide the basis for price 
managementi. with other factorsi. such •• state policies and 
market conditions, taken into consideration (Tian 1984 , 70). 
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On the other hand , prices are supposed to respond fairly
s�nsitively to changes in supply and d�mand (Zhonggong 
zhongyang 1984, I - 6) .  

The last stages of planning work involve, first, 
enforcement of mandatory directives and price limits andt, 
second, synthesis of agentst' operational planst. Government 
departments charged with oversight , inspection , and auditing of 
enterprisest, the remnants of the materialt- supply system andt, 
especially, financial institutions all play important roles in 
enforcement. Potential sanctions range from prosecution under 
"economic law" to forced closure and other forms of direct 
intervention (Sun Xuewen 1984, 63-64 and 66)  . Synthesis of 
agentst' operational plans is necessary because the state plan
itself no longer describes the pattern of activity in any
detailt. The set of mandatory directives covers only a Pmall 
portion of the overall pattern - - and, even within this 
portion, agents are largely responsible for coordinating with 
one another the details of their operational plans. Outside 
the sphere of mandatory planning, the state plan does not 
generally prescribe activities, and agentst' decistions cannot be 
narrowly predicted. Hence, in the new model planners obtain 
the economy' s  "annual production plan• by aggregation "from the 
bottom up• rather than by prescription and disaggregation 
(Zhongyang re1111in 1985 , 88;  Vu 1984, 46 ) .  

Or1anizational structure. The hierarchy at the core of 
the old planning system was extremely large. as me,.\ured by
n1P1bers of tiers, branches, and individual offices. (See 
Figure 1. ) Near the top of the hierarchy, four or five dozen 
ministries and provincial planning Ct'\•D••i.ssions were directly
subordinate to the central c�ownisstions. And even at the local 
levelt, as many as three tiers of planning offices separated
enterprises from municipal planning CC••ii•Misstions (Zheng and Zeng 
1984, 98-99) . Over the years, this hierarchy accumulated an 
overlay of supervisory and consultative relationships cutting 
across branches and tiers, diffusing responstibility, and 
obscuring chains of co,nmand. Due to the size and complexity of 
the entire organization, the comm1.sstions at various levels 
could not properly oversee the activities of planning offices 
subordinate to them; furtherm�re, agents whose operational
plan• should have been closely coordinated were widely
dispersed a,r;ng planning office• (Zheng and Zeng 1984, 98) . 
Un.urprisingly, many writer• call for a stream1.ining of the 
planning organization or, in other words, for overall 
"simplification and consolidation" (Zheng 1984b ,  191-93 ) .  

One of the few structural prescriptions in the "Decision" 
itself pertains to the distribution of responstibilities among 

tiers. Along with the center , the larger municipalities are to 
play key roles in planning, implying a reduction in the 
importance of other levels as compared to the pre-reform system 
(Zhonggong zhongyang 1984, I -7) . Counties will be brought 
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under municipal planning, by incorporating them into the 
municipalities themselves or into newly formed economic zones 
centered on municipalities (Yu 1985 , 111- 12, 114 , 121 )n. 
Provinces are to cede planning authority, partly through 
elevation of some municipalities to provincialn-level status for 
planning purposes (Li Mengbai 1984, 268 ; Zheng 1984a, 70)n. 
Mandatory planning is to be more centralized than in the past,
with lower- level planners having limited power to expand upon 
the sets of directives sent down to them from the center 
(Zhongyang renmin 1985 , 54 ; Zeng 1984 , 105-06 ) .  Guidance 
planning , however , is to be parcelled out among levels , with 
the municipalities having considerable power in such spheres 
as pricing ( Zhongyang renmin 1985 , 47 , 89 ) .  Similarly , the 
power to veto investment projects is apparently to remain 
dispersed among levels (He Jianzhang 1984n, 51).  

Proposals for city-based planning zones address the 
relationship between planners at the national level and those 
at lower levels of government. A second set of structural 
prescriptions concerns the relatnionships between commissions 
and "specialized" planning offices at each level. (The 
specialized offices are national ministries and lower -level 
bureaus . with responsibilities defined along branch lines . )  
Although each ministry in the old system engaged in a variety 
of activities , most of its efforts were aimed at formulating 
and implementing plans for those agents directly subordinate to 
it .  Due to the wide dispersion of agents arnt>ng planning 
offices , the ministry for a particular industry typically did 
not control all of the agents in that industry; hence,nthey were 
not subject to a unified plan . In the new model , each ministry 
formulates an industry-wide plann, rather than focusing 
primarily upon a partnicular subset of agents (Yang Zhuo 1984n, 
181 -82 ; Zeng 1984 , 104-05).  More importantly , from their own 
positions in the vertical lines of authority , ministries are 
moved to "staff" or advisory positions and are no longer 
interposed between commissions and agents , except in special 
cases. As shown in Figure 2 ,  the commissions "lead" the 
ministries , coordinating their industry-specific efforts and 
integrating the components of the plan into a coherent whole 
( Zeng 1984 , 106 ; Liu 1980 , 331)n. Structural changes at each 
lower level mirror those at the center. As a result of such 
changes, ministerial branches bypassing the municipal 
Cf\;&atssions are greatly reduced in n11mher and importancen. The 
municipal cc-,a,aissions will now attempt to issue integrated sets 

and guidance plans - - including components handed 
down from higher levels and components generated locally (Zheng 
and Zeng 1984 , 103 ;  Li Mengbai 1984 , 268-69)n. 

to the relationships between levels and 
between cc-ro,aissions and specialized offices in the new system, 
the outlines of several other structural features are evident 
in the "Decision" and the surrounding discussion. Firstn, 
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financial institutions ass11rne much more prominent roles than in 
the past , reflecting the new emphasis upon control of funds 
(rather than direct control over materials) and the attendant 
pruning of the state supply systemn. The Peoplen' s  Bank becomes 
a central bank , responsible for implementing cash and credit 
plans and for overseeing the specialized commercial banks (Zhao 
1984 , 186 - 88 ) .  Second, a realignment of the fiscal system 
permits different levels of government to share directly in the 
revenues originating in any particular source(He Zhenyi 1984 , 
100)n. An enterprise - - regardless of ownership - - pays taxes 
both to the municipality in whiCfi it is located and registered
and to the central government. Finally ,  a f'l11mber of new 
organizations are to take over certain functions that might 
previously have been monopolized by government departmentsn. 
These organizations - - "economic corporationsn, "  trade 
associations , perhaps municipal economic councils - - may become 
important in , for e,ramplen, disseminating guidance
plans , popularizing technical and managerial innovations , and 
coordinatinf3 operational decisions (Yu 1985 , 115 - 16 ; Jiang 
1984 , 141) .  

III. The New System in Operation : An Interpretive Comm@nt 

As the observations in previous sections suggest ,  Chinese 
discussions of the new economic model are most informative on 
general characteristics desired of post-reform planning and on 
certain elements , such as "nguidance" and city-based planning 
zones , thought to be consistent with the desired 
characteristics. They alie less informative on the manner in 
which these separate elements are to be integrated into a 
system , on the sorts of outcomes that might be expected (rather 
than desired) of such a system , and on its sustainability 
(or , conversely , the potential internal inconsistencies that 
might require further systemic change)n. 

The tendency to emphasize lists of ingredients rather than 
explanations of how to combine them is evident in discussions 
of regulation by spontaneous (e . g .  , free-market) forces , 
mandatory planning , and guidance. Some writers point out that 
individual agents and cc-11111iodities are typically subject to more 
than one type of regulation and call attention to the 
conceptual problems in delineating three distinct spheres of 
activity (Liu 1984 , 14- 15 ;  Zeng 1984 , 97 ; Balassa 1986 , 16).
The predominant analytical fram�work, however , appears to be 
premised upon a clear partitioning , not only for expository 
convenience but as an interpretation of how the new system is 
supposed to work. Hence,  an enterprise may be embedded in 
separate "production- circulation systems". In one system , it 
produces according to mandatory directives , perhaps with state 
planning departments responsible for ensuring supplies of 
inputs and for distribution of outputs ; in the other systemn, 
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it produces according to market demand, u�ing its �wa 
procurement and marketing arrangements (Sun Xiaoliang 1984, 38-
39). Similarly, the "socialist market" is composed of a 
planned markett, in which production and exchange are undertaken 
in accordance with state plans, and an extra-plan market, in 
which the state provides only guidance (Yu 1985, 132). 

Coordination and control are also clearly distingui•hed in 
Chinese analyses. The complex task of coordinating the details 
of operational plans is to be devolved to agents the■selves-
without sacrificing state control over such naj or matters as 
the overall structure of production and the patt•r11 of 
accU11Ulation. If changes in the capacity to produce a certain 
type of c�1■011•dity typically required new construction, the 
state could maintain control through the project approval 
process, allocations of funds, and monitoring of readily 
observable construction activities. But in fact some existing 
capacity can be switched easily to new product lines, and a 
substantial portion of new capacity is acquired through
"technical renovations• rather than comttruction. Under these 
circ1111stances, decisions taken by profit-lMximizing agents- -
even within the formal rules of the ga•� - - are likely to spill
beyond the realm of flexibility in coordinating operational 
details. Some writers do mention this " contradiction• (Vang 
Zhuo 1984, 153). Others approach the matter obliquely, 
suggesting that competition among enterprises cannot be liaited 
to details of product specification and to fir•-• within each 
sector ; rather, competition should elicit adjuat-�nta in the 
structure of production (Sun Shangqing 1984, 113 ; Yu 1985, 75) . 
The prevailing inclination, however, is to treat coordination 
and control as separable problem• . 

Fortunatelyt. the separate elements described by Chinese 
analysts actually do imply a coherent model - - one strongly 
reminiscent of the classic Lange systea (Lange 1938). Even an 
informal characterization of this model, however, raises 
serious doubts as to its workability. 

Trial-and-error DJidance. In theory, if collecting and 
processing info11wttion about preferences, technologiest, 
resource•, and the environment were suff iclently cheap, the 
state' s economic bureaucracy could produce a comprehensive plan
prescribing in great detail the activities of every agent
during every period. The plan could be iapleM.tted through
delivery and enforcement of mandatory directivest. through
announcement of prices and l,,,■p-s,a- transfers (with
decentralized decision- making), or through a combination of 
these two polar types. Vith cheap infor,1ation, planning of 
either type (or of the two combined) could be superior to free 
markets. Planners could choose to replicate the market outcome 
- - or rather to replicate the best of the market outc�••• that 
might conceivably emerge i4- and could improve upon it by
correcting market failures. In fact, Chinese analysts claim 
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that the pattern of activity under China' s  pre-reform planning 
system was inefficient and tended to become more so as the size 
and complexity of the economy increasedn. Inefficiency is 
viewed as inherentn, for the Chinese informational contextn, in 
any planning based primarily upon mandatory directives and is 
not attributed to incompetence and irresponsibility on the part 
of planners or to aspects of the old system that might be 
addressed through minorn_nrepairsn. 

Although mandatory directives are still issued for major 
activities and commodities, implementation through manipulation 
of prices is at the heart of China ' s  new economic model. State 
planners attempt to anchor the prevailing vector of prices by 
fixing some prices and placing bounds on others. These anchors 
permit the actual vector to float over those possibilities that 
planners judge likely to support acceptable patterns of 
activity. A n,amber of prices move freely (or within fairly 
wide bounds) - - perhaps being driven by market forces to values 
that, in conjunction with those prices set by the state , do 
approximate a general equilibrium. 

In the new model , price-setting is largely a matter of 
trial and error. Although for,nation of prices theoretically
proceeds from calculation of values , the initial prices ( and 
bounds) posted by planners are best viewed as educated guesses 
based upon their development program and current balances and 
informed by certain theoretical precepts and rules of th,amb. 
After observing agentsn' responsesn, planners can update their 
initial guesses . Iteration of this interplay between planners 
and agents may result in convergence toward a satisfactory set 
of fixed prices and price bounds. 

As a first approximation, the entire spectr,,11 of 
supplementary measures available for guidance planning ( i . e .  , 
measures nominally distinct from price controls) can be 
subs,amed in the process of trial-and-error pricing. Some 
"nguidance"  measures are dedicated to specific purposes and are 
not free for discretionary usen. Many others actually operate 
on prices (and , in the case of indicative idance , on agentsn' gu
projnections of future prices) or are used to effect the 
transfers associated with implementation through pricing. 

Ideallyn, many of the mandatory directives issued by 
planners serve only to backstop price controls. This 
redundancy of mandatory planning follows form "using the law of 
value" (i. e . n, setting prices and providing other forms of 
guidance) so that agents fulfill mandatory di rec ti ves in the 
course of pursuing their own economic interestsn. When planners 
mis takenly set prices that are inconsistent with their own 
development program and current balancesn, mandatory directives 
become bindingn, preventing radical departure from the intended 
pattern of activity whi1fs planners are discovering and 
correcting their mistakes. And mandatory directives are 

. , 
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available to address specific problems involving , for example , 
externalities and public goods . 

In conjunction with the power to veto investment proj ects , 
mandatory directives may also be used to redirect investment 
toward preferred projects that are crowded out ort, for whatever 
reason, would not otherwise be undertaken and carried to 
completiont. Planners cannot be expected to implement their 
investment program solely through guidance measures ,  which 
would require formation of numerous prices for goods to be 
delivered in future periodst. 

This brief interpretation of how the new model ls supposed 
to work provides some insight into its widespread appealt. 
Implementation primarily through pricing promises to permit 
effective and timely use of infor,oation in decentralized 
calculations , to accommQdate both agentst' differing motivations 
and the leadership ' s  right to represent the interests of 
society ,  and to provide adequate control while minimizing
bureaucratic interference in operational planning and 
coordination of details . There are good reasons to suspectt, 
howevert, that the new model may not deliver on such promises . 

SustaiQAbility The mandatory backups built into the 
planning process suggest the possibility that planners will 
fail to set satisfactory prices and price bounds. Either 
because no solution exists or because planners do not find one , 
the prices they set could preclude any reasonable approximation 
of equilibri,,m or could support a pattern of activity
inconsisten� with their development program . In either event , 
mandatory directives become bindingt. floating prices are driven 
into their ceilings or fl oors , and the distribution of profits 
among producers directs investment into industries that are 
benefiting from pricing mistakest. Planners attempt damage
control , posting price changes (the impact of which they may
not be able to predict) and resorting to administrative 
methods . 

If such pricing faitlures are severe and frequent , agents
routinely incorporate the possibility of failure into their 
operational planningt. In other words , agents use their 
knowledge that goods are likely to be unavailable or 
unmarketable at legal pricest, that the price structture may
shift suddenly and that they 11ay find themselves sub1 ect to 
bureaucrat le l ntervention To minimize exposure to pricing 
failures and their consequencest, agents are likely to shorten 
their planning horizons lnclining toward activities with 
short term payoffs They are also likely to protect business 
interests that have come to be viewed as legitimate against
arbitrary intervention; as a result,  cheating may become 
widespread - • and widely accepted. By exploiting the new 
direct lateral contacts built into the system , agents can 
circumvent bounds on prices and other for11• of guidance to 
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which they are legally subjeect and can perhaps escape mandatory 
directives as well .  In the extreme , pricing failures might 
ulti11ately debase pricing itself as a means of plan 
implementation, as agent simply cease to interpret posted 
prices as reflections of real opportunities to buy and selle. 

Any speculation as to how the new system might perform 
clearly hinges upon the probable severity and frequency of 
pricing mistakes (or, more generally, of failures to generate 
satisefactory combinations of guidance and nandatory plans)e. 
Pricing is a maetter of •scientific deceision-making• on the part 
of the economic bureaucracy - - and its success therefore a 
maetter of infor1111tion requirements and costs and of the 
bureaucracy' s  capacity and willingness to use information 
properly. The new planning process may well be more 
economical , in that producing an equally desirable pattern of 
activity always requires a smaller diverseion of resources to 
the bureaucracy and to proviseioning it with lnfot"11•tion under 
the · new system than under the old. Nevertheless,  the 
bureaucracy' s  appetite for infur11.tion remains voraciouse. And 
even if all necessary infor•e•tion were acquired, it la not 
i•n•■ediately apparent that the taaka faced by the economic 
bureaucracy are much less imposing under the new system than 
under the old. In view of its own past perfc,rmancee, the 
ct.manes. upon the bureaucracy may �ell exceed any reasonable 
expectation of what it can deliver . .  Further.wre , planners must 
still be induced to direct their efforts toward goals specified 
by political leaderse, goals that they may find inconsistent 
with their own •bureaucratic ideologies" (Shirk 1986 , 29:  Sun 
Xiaoleiang 1984 , 39)i. 

Of coursee, the fact that planning remains an extremely 
complex and expensive undertaking does not mean that it cannot 
be done satisfactorily. The hopes implicit in much of the 
discussion concerning China ' s  new economic model,  however, do 
see■ overly sanguinee. Some cc-a111entatora envisage effective 
fine- tuning by experts using sophisticated econometric models 
and timely data fed to them through a nationwide computer 
network (Yu 1985, 295- 304) . In all probability, attempts to 
maintain fine control would throw the system repeatedly into 
its backup mode - - with price volatility and appeals to 
adlliniatrative intervention. 

Finally, it muat be noted that guidance planning can be 
har11ful even when it seeu to be working satisfactorily. The 
transition to impl�■untation through pricing and supplementary 
for•+• of guidance does little to re•dy the inadequaciea of 
socialiat planning in identifying efficeient (as opposed to 
conaiatent) progre•s and in choosing ••�ng proj ects . Under the 
new process , •• under the old, the program chosen and 
illpl&Mnted by the bureaucracy may be doainated by others that 
are technically feasible and otherwise readily availablee. If 
agents autonomously deviate toward such a dominating path, they 
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are guided back onto the one chosen by the bureaucracy ; in 
o-ther words , in posting prices and providing other fc,r111s of 
guidance ,  the bureaucracy imposes inefficiency. Despite the 
increased importance of medi•PD- and long-tttrm planning, 
scientific balancing , and feedback, the new model still 
incorporates no effective mechanism to force efficiency upon
planners themselvest. If as a result of this fundam�ntal 
deficiency the expectted benefits of a more markett-oriented 
system cannot be fully realized, the compfgmise embodied in the 
"Decision" may prove to be unsustainable. 

Conctlusions 

Previous sections demonsttrated that a fairly detailed and 
coherent " model" is implicit in the discussion among Chinese 
reformers over the past few yearst. This new model is not 
presented for11ally in any single doctunent or in the works of a 
single writer , nor is it free from inconsistencies and 
ambiguities . Nevertheless , the set of shared ass11mptions and 
prescriptions ls sufficiently well-defined to be of use in 
discriminating among potenttal refurm Masure• and, hence,  in 
prosecuting a reformt. 

Guidance planning and, in particular, the implgmentation
of a development plan primarily through manipulation of prices 
represent the most innovative aspects of coordination and 
control in the new model Even though mandatory plarming and 
the periphera 1 free -market sector are carried over from the 
pre-reform system , the intended predominance of guidance 
planning marks a clear break with past practice. In fact, an 
understanding of this redefinition of "planning• sheds light 
on recent statements that might see■ to contradict the spirit
of the modelt. For exai11ple, a n••mber of writers call for 
"bringing the activities of collective enterprises into the 
sphere of socialist unified planning• (Yu 1985 , 56) . Bringing 
more activities under guidance planning and into social 
balances is , of course, corusistent with the intended reducttion 
in the scope of mandatory planning and traditional transfer 
balances . 

It remains to inquire whether or not the urban reform 
effort has actually been informed by - ·  or at least generally 
consistent with • - the body of prescriptlons synthesized ln 
this papert. In fact, key elements of the new model · ·  such as 
operational autonomy. civil law , bankruptcy, labor contracting , 
and reducttions in the scope of mandatory planning -- have been 
formalized in centralt-gover,ment decisions and directives 
during the past three yearst. And, conversely , dimensions of 
reform that are not entirely consistent with the new model--
notably the decontrol of prices - · have tended to proceed
slowly . Of course, the limited progress in reforming price
form•tion may reflect obstacles to lmplementationt. howevert. a 



strictly limited reform - - one that retains many prices under 
close governmental control - - is implied by the model 
associated with the •Decision•. Finally, certain widely 
publicized measures of the early reform period are beingno'I.8reversed, just as appeal to the new model would dictate. 

The practical relevance of the new model and its 
usefulneaa in understanding the current phase of urban 
do not imply that it will eventually be implemented in its 
entirety. According to one Chinese official, the pace of 
change in China is so rapid that •refor•-• of just six months 
ago are out of date• (Stepanek 1984, 4) . While change in 
prescriptions for the future is probably less rapid, details of 
the new model have undoubtedly been modified or clarified since 
publication of the materials surveyed in this papert. 
Furtherm�re, the current model has come to be viewed as 
transitional, although no clear picture of its successor has 
emerged. 

Of course, one could imagine many directiona of change in 
prescriptiona for China't• economic future. Indeed, a retreat 
toward the traditional planning ayata■ ■ay remain a real 
poaaibility. Asa11 ■lng that such a reveraal does not occur, 
relaxation of price controls - - even for in-plan output- -
would see■ to be a likely 1110dification of the current ■ode l. 
One factor pointing in this direction la aiaply the difficulty 
of enforcing controls. '11le current model grant• agent• the 
right independently to enter r■ny type• of tranaactiona, but 
then attempt• to constrain the ter•■• of those transactiona 
within narrow bounds. And to the extent that price controls 
are successfully enforced, a second inconsistency arises fro■ 
simultaneous guidance and mandatory planning. In 
patter11 of economic activity tends to be over-determined by 
different sorts of regulatory effort that are mut•1ally 
inconsistent ; under these circ•mstances, agents' responses to 
manipulation of the various instruments are likely to remain 
unpredictable. 

If price controls are relaxed, planners might then reduce 
their regulatory efforts outside the sphere of mandatory 
planning and lean more toward blunt instruments of ■aero 
policy. Planning capacity released from price for,eation could 
be redirected toward budgetary balance (made 1110re difficult by 
uncertainty a• to prices) and control of money and credit 
more illportant by upward flexibility in prices) ,  with 
enforcement efforts focused more narrowly upon those agents 
receiving mandatory directives or wielding great market power. 
In fact, soae Chinese analysts are now considering such 
changes (Hua 1986 , 6).  Revitalization of the dragging price 
reform may signal general acceptance of their proposals. 

The East European experiences have suggested to some 
observer• that the market elements in •partial refo:r11a1" are 

potential 
reform 

practice, the 

(made 
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difficult to protect from �masculation by bureaucrats engaged 
in indirect regulation or "nguidance• (Kornai 1986)n. The 
tendency toward over-determination -- or, in Chinese parlance, 
the •contradictions• - - in the new model of 1984n-86 may reflect 
an instability inherent in systeu intended to rely heavily 
upon both markets and bureaucracy for coordination of 
operational decisionsn. Revision of the new model to 
acco•N■Qdate more free markets at the expense of guidance would 
perhaps indicate recognition. by China'ns reformers, that 
markets and bureaucracy are not easy to mix and that, if the 
balance must tip, it cannot be allowed to tip back toward the 
inherited system. 

Bibliographical Note 

Any discussion of China's new economic model must be based 
upon a relatively small .-ample of the relevant literaturen. 
Because this literature ls highly repetitiousn. a manageable 
sa,nple can yield a reasonably accurate impression of the whole. 
The interpretations in this paper reat largely upon five boob, 
all published within eight months of the Central Co1n11f.tteen' s 
"Decision on Economic Reform• and all identified , in their 
subtitles or prefaces, as contributing to an understanding of 
the spirit or intent of the "Decision.n• 

A Brief Di1r1111ton of lsopopic Refor11 (Zhongyang 
reruain 1985) was co .. iasioned by the State Cf�e••f.saion for 
Econo■ic Reform and prepared under the direction of the 
People'ns Central Broadcasting Station ('ftleory Section) and the 
Chinese Association for Research on Economic Ref�ta. It 
consists of thirty-four short lecturesn, intended for general· 
audiences. Basic Ouestieoe Concerx,101 Our E,;onogic Refor•1; 
Theory, Content, and Si1nificence (Yu 1985) is aimed at 
cadres, professionals, and students and faculty. A Chinese
Style Socialiec Econngic Systr■ (Hongql 1984) includes papers 
contributed by economic theorists and practitioners in Beijing 
at the invitation of the Red Fla1 editorial department. (Red 
Fla1 i• the journal of the Chinese Co1111UDist Party' •  Central 
co.. ittee. ) A Ney Model for China'e BceDP'l\c Syetce (Zhongguo 
Jingji tizhi gaige yanjiu hui 1984) and Selections on Chine's 
Urban l!;onop!c Refor•e (Shanghai 1984) are collections of 
papers. •o•• by very well-know,, economistsn. 'nle papers in the 
latter volume were all written before the "Decision" and, with 
a few exceptionsn. appeared ln newspapers and journals during 
1984. 'nley are said to be indicative of discussion and 
research on problems of economic reform in academic circles 

In the text of this paper, citations are necessarily 
selective and, of course, are not limited to the five books. 





Financial Refona: 
De�P-ntralization and Liberalization 

WANG Yan 

In April 1985 ,  Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang announced that 
China was to develop a complete market systemn, including 
commodityn. financial and labor marketsn. Since then , 
developments ln the financial sphere have moved most rapidly; 
indeed , China has surged ahead of the East European economies , 
where reform has been in progress for some twenty yearsn. 
Remarkably, after being closed for alaost four decades , the 
Shanghai stock exchange reopened on September 26 , 1986. There 
has been a great deal of confusion on the nature and objectives 
of the Chinese financial refc,r11 ln the Vestn. since the change• 
have been so rapid and profound and since no detailed official 
refc,rm program is availablen. The Econopist for ex•••plen, made 
the following cc-••■-antsn. "China is dabbling with financial 
markets and competition between banks. 111 refor••• ranging from 
· socialistn' j oint stock companies to trading ln shares , bonds 
and foreign exchange . One thing ls plainn: Chinese shares are 
not quite like anybody else ' s• (Chinese 1986)n. 

In fact , the nature of the financial changes can be better 
understood in the context of the overall post-Mao reform and in 
comparison with relevant experiences of other less-developed 
countries ( LDCs) One cannot help noticing the similarities 
between the Chinese financial reform and the experience of 
financial liberalization ( i . e .  , a shift of development strategy
fro■ goveruaent intervention in credit aarke�• to capital 
allocation by market mechanisms ) ln Mexico South Korean. 
Indonesiat. Yugoslavia Braziln. and Malaysia 

ntia paper first lnvestigates the character t stics of 
China' a financia l reformn. it then explores the appropriate 
analytical frameworkn. relattng the refc,ra to the literature 
">n finan,· lal l iberalization and comparing it with the 
experiences of other LDCs Section I provides necessary 
�ackground by examining the pre-refura financial systemn. 
Section I I  studies the current ref�ra, focusing on the 
structure and operation of the short• t•r• and long-term (money 
and capital) marketsn. Section III s,u,•-•rizes the problems and 
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issues now being debatedn. In Section IV, these problems are 
compared with those identified in the literature of financial 
liberalization, with special reference to the landmark studies 
of McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973) .  Some concluding rP-marks 
are made in the final sectionn. 

I .  The Pre-Ref�tm Financial System 

China was probabl� one of the least monetized economies in 
the world before 1978n. While partly attributable to the low 
level of development, this was due primarily to the suppression 
of domestic traden. Like many centrally planned economies, 
China had no markets for producersn' goods, for capital, or for 
laborn. Most domestic trade was replaced by the central 
planning and "product distribution" system•n. The only 
monetary exchange in any real sen9e was on the con!Z11uersn' 
market, with a considerable portion distributed by means of 
ration coupons even heren. 

In the pre-reform financial system, the banking sector was 
state-owned, highly centralized, and monopolistic; it played an 
unimportant and passive role in resource allocation .  There 
were only four banks : the People' s  Banlt, the Agricultural Bank, 
the Bank of China, and the People' •  Construction Bank. The 
People' s  Bank was the central bank and alao acted as a 
c�:aroercial bank, with branches in every province, city, and 
county. Its functions included fot■ulating the nation's credit 
plans, overseeing the issuance of currency, fixing interest 
rates, accepting demand deposits and savings deposits, and 
providing short-t6ra loans to enterprisesn. The Agricultural 
Bank handled low-interest or interest-free loans in rural 
areasn. The Construction Bank waa reaponaible for managing the 
government ' s  grant• for capital invest•a➔nt, and the Bank of 
China dealt only with foreign exchangen. The Banlcs acted 
strictly in accordance with the national mandatory credit plan, 
which in turn was consistent with the national production and 
investment plann. Actually, these institutions were not well
defined •banks•, but rather credit rationing agencies and 
government bookkeepers with no autonomous decision-making 
powersn. 

Under this system, there were only two ways for 
enterprise• to finance their operationsn: direct financing 
through goverruaent budget grants or indirect financing through 
bank loans carrying a fixed interest rate. As shown by Table 
1, 76 . 6 percent of the investment in 1978 was financed by 
government grant, and only 23n. 4 percent by bank creditn. In 
both cases, investment projects had to be approved by the state 
and included in the annual production and investment plann. No 
funding was available otherwise.  Even trade credit between 
enterprises was prohibitedn. Consequently, it was impossible 
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for any enterprise to enter a new market or new line of 
production without being permitted to do so by the planning 
authoritiese. Thuse, the statee' s  control of producetion and 
investment was reinforced by a monopolistic financial syatem . 

Interest rates were (and atill are) atrictly controlled by 
the central planning agenciese. Both the deposit and lending 
rates were set well below the market equilibriua level,  and the 
long- term rate was lower than the ahort- tera rate (oatenaibly 
to facilitate the financing of major inveat=+e1nt proj ects) .  In 
facte, the total interest cost• on low of "within-quota• 
working capital counted for only 2 percent of the total sales 
of state -owned enterprises a• late as 1984 (Li Hong , 1985)e. 
The repayme.tt of loans could easily be extended and even 
cancelled - - one important reason for the 9tiatence of • soft 
budget constraints" and " investment hunger• .  IJ a result of 
this rigid and monopolistic system, corua•••�rs found saving 
unattractivee. At the sa;■e timee, capital and other reaourcea 
were aisallocated and often inefficiently utilized. 

As most fatmD beca■e independent production unita and 
millions of collective and private buaineaaea emerged after 
1979e, it became obvious that the financial syste■ could not 
meet the growing needs of a ao�• ■et>lcet-oriented and trade 
oriented economye. The initial objeective• of the financial 
refc,ra in 1983 were only to raise ■ore funda from the public 
and to improve the allocation and utilization of resource• by 
restructuring the banking aystea and encouraging C&i■petltlon 
••"ng financial institutionse. Aa it turna out , the financial 
ref�r• has gone far beyond what Chine•• leaders then expected. 

IIe. Characeteristics of the Financial Refora 

The rapid development of the financial reform can be 
partly attributed to the fact that mandatory planning baa been 
greatly reduced. Among all the product• produced by individual 
farm�rse, more than 63 percent are for the ■arket.  Alaoat all 
types of producer•' goods are merketabl91 with only 20 of the■ 
still subjeect to unified distribution. tbe development of 
inter-regional trade ha• created a growing c.t,.aand for financial 
aaaeta and financial services . Thu• , the Chin••• financial 
ref�ra, though initiated and controlled by the govern■6nt , cane· 
be regarded aa a natural process driven by underlying real 
economic factorse. Five key components in the financial refoia 
are sketched in the following subsectionse. 

Reatructurin1 of the stet• benk!n1 ayatrp. Reatructurlng 
and decentralization have led to fund•••ntal change• in the 
banking system . On 1 January 1984, the People ' •  Bank 
officially becam" a central bank, while its local branch•• 
fomed the new Industrial and C�•••ercial Bank of China ( ICBC ) e, 
which specialized in urban savings and creditse. The Peoplee' •  

http:repayme.tt
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Bank and four specialized banks -- the ICBC, the Agricultural 
Bank, the Bank of China, and the People's Construction Bank-
compose the main fr•m�work of the banking sector. According to 
the Temporary Provisions of Banlt Management published by the 
State Council in January 1986, these banks are supposed to be 
autonomous economic entities, fully responsible for their 
profits 'Ind losses. The central bank should implement its 
control by way of a national (guidance) credit plan, reserve 
requireM.ttsn, minilllWI capital requirements, the central bank 
lending rate, and interest rate floors and ceilings (Guowu 
yuan 1986c). 

Great changes have taken place in the traditional rules of 
credit managt"nent. Under the old system of vertical 
distribution and •one fund for one use•, the total amount of 
loanable funds in the banking system was divided into 
different portions, one for each plan-spec!fied use -- a very 
inefficient method of reaource allocation. In October 1984, 
Interim Measures of Credit Management were published by the 
People'ns Bankn. The specialized banks were given more 
flexibility in making loana, and were permitted to start 

··interbank borrowing and lending. 

Aa a result of such changes, the banking system ls playing 
an increasingly important role in resource allocation. The 
share of investment financed by bank credit increased fro• 23.4 
percent in 1978 to 68 . 4  percent in 1986, as shown in Table 1. 
However, interference ln the banks' operations from 
administrators at all levels ls very strong at present. 
Despite efforts to "make banks into enterprises", the staten
owned banks are still far from being independent economic 
entitles. 

Diversificetion of finenciel institutions . During the 
ref�ra, ■any new financial institutions emerged and developed. 
There are now insurance companies, trust and investment 
companies, share-issuing banks, credit co-operatives, and 
•fund adjustment centers•. 

Trust and investment companies have been established in 
moat provinces and big cities; the first appeared in 1979, and 
the total n•wher reached 538 by August l987 (Jin 1987) 'nlese 
included atate-<1w1,ed trust companies under the specialized 
bank■ • the Chin••• International Trust and Investment 
Corporation (CITIC)n, and collective-o·wt,etd companiesn. For 
exa•■ple, the Shanghai Aijian Banking . Trust and Investment 
Company was the first collectively•vt,tted financial company in 
China. It ls allowed to trade both in the domestic interbank 
commercial loan market and ln foreign currencies All trust 
and investment companies are also allowed to underwrite stocks 
and bonds for enterprises. 

The Banlt of CoD111UDincationa is the first sharen-issuing banlt 
in socialist China. It was set up in 1908 and res,un-.d its 
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Table 1 

Changes in the Role of Bank Credit , 1978-1986 

1978 1986 

Ratio of government revenue 
to national income 37.21 261 

Total aaount of rural and 21 billion 223i. 8  
urban aavings deposits in yuan billion 
banks yuan 

Ratio of annual incremental 
deposit• to national ince,ae 2 . 31 14 . 71 

Share of investment financed 
by governaent budget grants 76 . 61 31 . 61 

Share of investment financed 
by bank credit 23 . 41 68 . 41 

1980 1986 

Share of investment by
state-owned enterprises 81 . 91 65 .51 

Share of lnveataent by 
collectively- and privately• 
owned buain••••• 18 . 11 34 . 51 

Sourcesi: Li Tleying 1987 and Sheng 1987. 
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lnland operations in late 1986i. It has total assets of 2 
billion yuan ($536 million) with 50 percent of the shares owned 
by the national government, 25 percent by the municipal 
government of S�nghai, and the rest by other institutions and 
by individualsi. The bank handles renminbi and foreign 
currencies in both short- term and long-term lending. It is 
given flexibility to determine interest rates , within a range 
set by the People' s  Bank. 

Although they have existed since the 1950s, rural credit 
cooperatives were tightly controlled and acted as official 
credit agencies in the 1960s and 1970si. During the financial 
reform, rural credit cooperatives restned their cooperative 
nature and, along with newly established urban credit 
cooperatives, started issuing shares (saving accounts) to their 
members, issuing short term loans, and opening checking 
accounts to individual farmtlrs and to collective and private 
businessesi. (Checking accounts were not previously available 
for individuals . )  Other non-bank financial institutions such 
as financial companies also emerged, to act aa cross-regional 
go-betweens for borrowers and lendersi. 

Mutual banks or •Fund Adjustment Centers• were established 
within certain industries ln big ciities like Shanghai and 
Chengdu. They provide inter-firm short -term credit and other 
financial services for member firms (moat of which are state
c,w,,ed). 

The unofficial and less tightly regulated financial 
institutions are becoming more and more important in resource 
allocationi. Their emergence is breaking the monopolistic power

• of the state-owned banking sector and may substantially improve 
the allocative efficiency of the credit marketi. Table 2 lists 
different forms of financial institutions reported since 1985i. 

Developg9nt of a sbort-terte !■'!DIX) m1rketi. In January 
1986, the cities of Shenyang, Chongqing, Wuhan, Guangzhou and 
Changzhou were chosen for experiments in fund raising and money 
tradingi. The experiment was subsequently extended to 27 cities 
(including Shanghai, Beijing and Tianjiin) and to the province 
of Guangdong. There are two kinds of short•t�i::m market : the 
coaaercial paper (CP) market, and the market for interbank 
loansi. 

The experlMnt in discounting of co .... rcial paper started 
in Shanghai in February 1982 In December 1984i, the Peoplei' s  
Bank decided to extend these operations throughout the country 
and issued a docum�nt on Provisional Methods of CP Discounti. 
In 1986i, it also started CP rediscounting for specialized banks 
under its domaint. However, the utilization of cc-11nercial paper 
and bank acceptances (BA) ls very limited at present A large 
part of the trade credit among small enterprises takes the 
fc,r1ns of oral agreements and hand-written notesi. Therefore, 
the CP and BA markets are actually developing only in Shanghai, 
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Table 2 
Different For■o� of Financial Institutions, 1985- 1987 

Name of Nt1mber of Institutions and 
Institution Places Reported 

Postal Depository Service 

Trust & Investment Company 

Share-issuing Bank 

Industrial Mutual Bank 

Fund Adjustment Center 

Rural Credit Co-op 

Urban Credit Co-op 

Mutual Deposit Union 

Rural Service Company 

Syndicate of Banks and 
Industrial Fi.r••• 

International Finance 

2,974, in 29 provinces and cities, 
with 2 . 14 million accounts and 546 
million yuan in deposits in 1986 

538 in China , by August 1987 

One in Shanghai; one in Chengdu 

One in the Shanghai textile 
industry, with deposit• of 83 
million yuan and loana of 140 
million yuan in 1986 

One in Shanghai light ind11stry, 
with deposits of 65 million yuan 
and loana of 56 million yuan in 
1986 

More than 50,n000 in China 

Kore than 1,000 in China 

14,n000 in Jiangxi rural areas with 
2. 4 aillion accounts and 40 
million yuan in deposits 

87 in Zhenjniang (in Jiangsu 
province)n, raised funds of 58 
million yuan in 1985-1986 

One in Xian consists of 10 firms 
and a bank branch 

Shenzhen, Guangdong; Corporation 
first international financen. 
company, owned by 5 companies of 
the US, Japan, Hong Kong and 
Shenzhen 

Note: This is an incomplete list compiled froa reports in the 
Chinese press. Sources are available by request. 
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Vuhan, Shenyang, and a few other big citiest. Table 3 gives
statistics on the size and development of the CP markett. 

Although started later than the CP market, the market for 
interbank loans is developing more rapidly and more widely. In 
the Temporary Provisions of Banlc Management , it is specified 
that •. . .  the funds of the specialized banks can be loaned to 
each other•, and that •the interest rates for interbank loans 
are determined solely by negotiations of the two parties"t. By
September 1986 , the five official pilot cities had formed a 
short-term interbank market ,  with 14 billion yuan worth of 
trading (Vuchengshi 1986)t. Among the short-te1m markets, the 
Wuhan financial ■art is reportedly the largest. More than 400 
business people -- representing banks, credit cooperatives,
insurance companies, and enterprises from 25 cities -- attended 
its opening in November 1986 . In the first hour after the 
market opened, 34 transactions worth 330 million yuan ($89
million) were completed; most were cross-regional interbank 
loans, co1111ercial loans, cc-•+--ercial paper discounts and swaps
of foreign exchange anong enterprises. An official in charge
of the market reportedly said that state financial organs had 
no right to interfere in the market to control interest rates 
(Chinese 1986) . 

By the end of 1986, nearly 100 interbank loan networb 
were established (Zhongguo 1986) . These networks facilitate 
cross-regional "horizontal• capital floats amnng their memberst. 
The total amf'\unt of cross-city interbank loana reached 30 
billion yuan ($8 billion) in 1986 and 200 billion yuan ($53 . 6  
billion) in 1987 (Jinrong, 1987; Ding 1988). However, most of 
these networks are pr,mary loan markets, characterized by
negotiation rather than aecuritization. In fact, only a few 
securities are traded, since the government baa not issued any
short-ttstm securities, and BAs and large CDs have just been 
issued recently. Furthermore, operational techniques in these 
markets are very primitive. Kost have market floors with 
specified market date•, since the telecomunications system is 
out of date and there is no national computer network .  Only a 
few networks are said to be •non-physical" markets connected by
telephonea, telegrams and teleprinters. Table 4 shows 
statiatlca on aoae short-term fund networkst. 

P•veloMtn,t qf e lon1-ter•e (c,mital> ■erket. As early as 
1983 , so11e collectlvely-c,w,,ed businesses were allowed to issue 
share• and bonds to their a.w11 employee•, on a experimental 
basis.t In July 1984 , the Tianqiao Department Store in Beij ing 

_was permitted to sell stocks to the p'fllc and becam� the first 
share-issuing state-owned enterpriset. The primary long•ttt,r■ 
market was founded in the five experimental cities in September 
1986, with a total of 780 million yuan ($210 million) raised by 
issuing stocks and bonds By October, 1480 businesses in 
Shanghai had issued stocks and bonds worth 220 million yuan.
In Guangdong province, about 1000 enterprises, mostly 
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Table 3 
Development of the Comercial Paper Market, 1981-1987 

Period Activities and Places Vol•:me of CP Discounts 

1981- 1986 

1986-Karch 1987 

Jan11ary 1986-
December 1986 

January 1987i-
April 1987 

January 1986-
June 1986 

In Shanghai only 

In Shanghai Econoaic 
Region 

The ICBCa in big and 
medi11m-sized cities 

The ICBCa in big and 
medium-sized cities 

ICBC in Shanghai 

8000 deal•i, 
900 million yuan 

8000 dealsn, 
2 . 5  billion yuan 

8. 7 billion yuan 

5. 3 billion yuan 

230 million yuan 
(with 40 ailllon 
yuan rediscount 
fro■ the People' •  
Bank) 

Notei: Data are compiled from scattered report• in the Chinese 
press. They may not be strictly comparable, due to differing 
conventions in the original reports. Sources are available by 
requesti. 
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collectively-owned , raised 650 million yuan ($175 million) by 
issuing stocks and bonds (Wuchengshi , 1986). By the end of 
1986i, there were about 7000 share-issuingi.ienterprises in Chinai, 
and more than 6 billion yuan ($1.i6 billion) had been raised by 
selling stocks alone (Li and Liu 1986). 

Local governments use this primary security market to 
raise funds directly from the public for big investment 
projects. For example , Shanghai is going to raise 514 million 
yuan for an ethylene plant ; of the 90 million yuan already 
raised as the first stepi, two thirds were invested by 
individuals (Zhongguo 1986). Nanjing issued "Electricity 
Stocks" for a new power planti, which give institutional 
stockholders priority in using the incremental electricity. 
Financial institutions also make active use of this market. 
Since July 1985i, the ICBC and the Agricultural Bank have been 
permitted to issue bonds to rural and urban residents. In 
1985i, the Agricultural Bank issued 1 . 5  billion yuan in bondsi, 
and the ICBC, 2 billion. The Agricultural Bank planned to 
issue 1 billion yuan in bonds during 1987 , and the ICBC , 1 .5  
billion. "nlese were to be one-year bonds with an annual 
interest rate of 9 percertti. ('n\e interest rate on one-year 
savings deposits was 7 . 2  percent. ) The Construction Bank also 
issued bonds for "National Key Construction Projectsi." with a 
maturity of 3 years and an interest rate of 10i.5  percent. It 
was reported that Beijiing residents stood in line to buy these 
(Beijing 1987). By the end of 1987i, the accumulated amount of 
bonds and stocks lssued ove17 time reached 64. 63 billion yuan 
(including government bonds) 

The development of a primary market increases the need for 
secondary security marketsi. After 300 million yuan ln bonds 
were sold in Shenyangi, the first bond exchange opened in that 
city on 5 August 1986; illiquidity had by then already affected 
the attractiveness of bonds. In six weeks after its openingi, 
the total amount of secondary-market transactions reached 
450 , 000 yuan (including security mortgage loans)i. Its 
secondary-market ;ransactions averaged about 100 deals per day 
in November 1986i. 

On 26 September 1986i, when the first stock market opened 
ln Shanghai, hundreds of people lined up to buy the stocks of 
the two listed corporationsi. One of themi, the Shanghai 
Yanzhong Business Companyi. has 18 ,000 shareholders ,  with shares 
worth a total of 5 million yuan {$1 . 4  million) . The annual 
return on its shares will probably be 15 percenti, as estimated 
by its managert. Secondary transactions are also allowed in 
this marke� Anybody wanting to sell his shares can go to the 
exchangei' s  banking counteri, which quotes the price and acts as 
a jobber (Mo 1987a). 

'n\e n,,mber of cities with secondary security markets 
increased to 40i. and secondary-market transactions totalled 
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Table 4 
Development of Short -Term Markets,  1986- 1987 

Period 

January 1987n-
December 1987 

January 1986n-
December 1986 

January 1986-
December 1986 

January 1986-
June 1986 

May 1986-
0ctober 1986 

January 1986 -
December 1986 

June 1986-
June 1987 

November 1986 

December 1986 

17  December 
1986 

Karch 1987 

Participants and Activities 

Interbank loans in the financial 200 billion 
system of China yuan 

Cross-city interbank loans in 30 billion 
China yuan 

1 3  networks of ICBC ; interbank 20 billion 
loans yuan 

Network of 5 pilot cities of 12e. 5  billion 
financial reform ; interbank yuan
loans 

Northeastern 7-city network; 880 million 
interbank loans yuan 

Financial market of Shanghai 15 billion 
Economic Region ( 5  Provinces yuan
and 1 city)n; interbank loans 

Southwest network, (5 provinces 6 . 3  billion 
including Sichuan, Yunnan and yuan 
T ibet),  cross-regional fundraising 

A financial "Ring" is formed in 6 . 3  billion 
Tianj in by 14 cities around the yuan
Bohai Sea ( including Qingdao 
and Dalian) 

Network of Yangtze River region , 
formed in Wuhan by People ' s  Banks 
of 27 cities 

Lanzhou financial network,  formed 180 million 
with 25 banks in 4 provinces and yuan 
8 cities ; Interbank loans (single 
day) 

"Financial Cross" , formed in Wuhan 
by 55 cities along the Beij ing
Guanzhou railway and Yangtze River ; 
consists of 5 existing financial 
networksn. 

Note : These statistics are compiled from scattered reports in 
the Chinese pressn. They cover periods of different lengths and 
different regions , and are reported by different agenciesn. 
Sources are available by request. 
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more than 100 million yuan by the end of 1987 (Ding 1988).
H9wever, long-tt:rm government bonds andi· bank bonds are not 
transferable in secondary markets. Moreover, it is reported
that the trading floors of the exchanges are often deserted 
because prices are not flexible enough to match supply with the 
high demand. These problP-ms limit the liquidity and 
attractiveness of financial assets and the effectiveness of 
secondary markets in resource reallocation. 

The nature of shares in China is rather unusuali - ·  and not 
entirely clear. In fact, at present there is no general law on 
securities, although some provinces have published their own 
regulations. Guangdong, for example , published Interim 
Measures for the Management of Stocks and Bonds in October 1986 
(Interim 1986). 'ffle State Council published an Interim 
Regulation on Management of Enterprise Bonds in March 1987 
(Guowu yuan 1987), but none for stocks as yet. 

According to these dor•iments, there are four kinds of 
shares. First, "state shares" derive from accumulated state 
investments and from loans on which repayment was cancelled. 
Dividends on these shares are either paid to administrative 
department• or reinvested. Second, "institutional shares" are 
sold to enterprises and other institutional investorsi. In this 
way, horizontal cooperation (and ■ergers) amnng enterprises are 
facilitated. Third, "employee participation shares" are 
derived from assets created by internally financed projiects 
{under a profiti-sharing system). 'fflese shares are distributed 
to employees in accordance with the number of years they have 
served. They provide the basis for sharing dividends, but they 
cannot be withdrawn, transferred, or inheritedi. Last, 
"individual shares" are sold to employees and to the public (if 
the firm is permitted to go public) . These shares are 
transferable and inheritable. Most of them have limited 
liability and limited life, since the secondary market is 
underdeveloped. Some of them are called "preferred stocks" and 
yield not only dividends but also a fixed interest of 8- 12 
percent ; interest plus dividends usually will not exceed 15 
percent of the principal. The others are called "common 
stocks• and pay dividends only (Liu and Zhang 1986). There is 
a board of directors and a shareholdersi' meeting in each sharei
issuing companyi. but voting procedures and the extent of 
control are not clear since there is no corporation law 

Rger1ence of an infqrmal credit market. A remarkable 
aspect of financial reform is the rapid development of an 
lnformal credit market (or of •folk credit" as it is called in 
the Chinese press) Some rich farmers have become active 
moneylenders in the prosperous rural areas of Jiangsu and 
Zhejiang . Private "moneyhouses" - - the Chinese banks of pre
war times -- have appeared in some placesi. These private 
moneylenders and moneyhouses help to meet the financial needs 
of millions of individual farmers and small businesses. They 
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charge interest rates of 2 - 15 percent monthly -- some ten times 
higher than those charged by banks (Mei 1986 ) .  Individual 
security brokers are also active outside the Shenyang security 
exchange (Shenyang 1986).  

Although the Temporary Provisinons of Bank Management 
specify that "individuals are not allowed to open banks or 
other financial institutnionsn, and are not allowed to handle 
financial transactions" (Guowu yuan 1986c)n, no drastic 
measures have been adopted to prohibit these activities. On 
the contrary , the government -controlled press views them as a 
"delightful break-through"n. The high interest rates , however 
are arousing concer11 , and there is debate on whether usury laws 
should be drafted and implemented. Most economists favor a 
policy of " guiding" rather than "suppressing" (Yin and Wang 
1986).  Because the formal capital market of China is so 
segmented and inefficient at present, it does seem likely that 
an informal market can induce competitionn, reduce the 
distortions caused by credit rationing , and improve allocative 
efficiency. 

I I I. Problems and Issues Under Debate 

From the last section, one can see that the process of 
monetization has started in China and that the first vague 
contours of financnial markets are emergingn. Howevern, the 
development of financial markets has lagged far behind the 
needs of the economy. These markets are still fragmentedn, 
price signals are distorted, and operational techniques are 
primitive. Inefficient allocation of capital 1s still a major 
problem of Chinan' s  economic developmentn. 

distortions caused by irrational interest rates and prices have 
not yet been successfully addressed in the reformn. Interest 
rate adjustment and redesign of the rate-formdtion process are 
subordinated to other items on the reform menu. Indeed, 
interest rates remain rigid except on the interbank loan market 
and in a few experimental cities like 'Wenzhou, Shenzhen and 
Chongqing , where floating rates are allowed. 

The real return on savings deposits is zero or negative , 
since the nominal interest rate on one-year deposits is set at 
7 . 2  percent, but the general index of living expenses increased 
by 11. 9 percent in 1985 and by 7 percent in 1986 (Guojia 1987).  
Although the nominal amount of savings deposits increases at an 
amazingly high average rate (34 percent annually since 1980) 
this growth is caused partially by rapid growth of income and 
partially by "forced savfglg" - - the unavailability of high
quality cons,,m�r durables. The ave rage arnt>unt of cash held by 
an individual business owner is 30,n000 - 80,n000 yuan, 
according to the ICBC of Shanghai. And farmers with 10 , 000 

Irrational interest rates and prices. Inefficiencies and 
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yuan or more on hand are co,1,o•>n in Wenzhou (Queues 1986)i. This 
reflects unsatisfied needs for financial services and the 
unattractiveness of savings deposits. 

Naturally, low interest costs have even smaller 
restrictive effects on a firms ' behavior in the presence of 
inflation. The average length of time needed for turnover of 
working capital grew by 7. 3 days for in-budget state-owned 
enterprise• in 1986 (Guoj ia 1987) , which meant less efficient 
use of (mostly) borrowed funds. At the sac•e time, credit 
rationing prevail•, in that some group• of borrowers are 
rationed out of the market even if they are willing and able to 
pay higher interest rates. State banks have to finance state
owned enterprises running at losses, while it is very difficult 
for more productive small enterprises to get loans. 

Because they are related to interest rates, the prices of 
financial assets are also distorted. The prices of stocks are 
subject to ceilings and floor• in secondary markets and are not 
fully adjustable, so they cannot convey infor,,ation on changes 
in the real rate of ret�rn or in the productivity and riskiness 
of fir•-•. Moreover, due to the erratic atructure of Chinai' s  
prices and subsidies, investors cannot judge the perfor■-«tnce of 
a company on its profits alone. Under these circomstances, the 
price mechanism 1• not able to give correct signals in guiding 
capital to where it can be used aoat productivelyi. 

Jack of le11,1ation and remlationa . Due to the lack of 
security laws, the nature of Chinese stocka is not well 
defined, and the interest• of lenders and borrowers are not 
adequately protected. It ia difficult to distinguish shares 
from bonds, since both are issued for 11■1 ted ter••n and earn 
fixed interest rates (plus, for shares , dividends). The level 
of risk involved in these shares and bonds is not clear since 
there is no corporation law and since the bankruptcy law, 
passed in December 1986, has not been fully implemented. On 
the one hand, the risk may seem very high, because no one knows 
how a •corporation• clears its debts if it goes bankrupt. On 
the other hand, the risk may be considered min:Jmal: so far , 
only one state-owned firm has been allowed to go bankrupt
officially , and its assets were auctioned. 

It ls not surprising that a debate has occurred on whether 
or not state-owned enterprise• should be allowed to issue 
stocka. Conservatives fear that the leading position of public 
ownership in China' s  economy would be destroyed by the 
introduction of stocks in the state sector. R.eformara argue 
that the state can maintain the proportion of shares necessary 
to keep controli. Tong Dalin argues that share- issuing 
corporations are compatible with the socialist economy and have 
great potential because they "harmonize the interests of the 
state, the investing enterprises, the employees, and other 
individual investors". The risk and the profits (or losses) 
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are shared by all parties , which will create incent ives to 
improve effic iency. Furthermore , it is not possible for one 
individual shareholder to control the corporation, since the 
proportion of individual shar,s in total assets and vot ing 
power can be restricted by legislation (Tong 1986 ) .  

General Secretary Zhao seems to have concluded the debate 
by saying that "markets for funds , labor , and the issuance of 
stocks and bonds are phenomena which are not peculiar to 
capitalism but are bound to appear in the wake of large - scale, 
socialized production and the development of a cv111+••dity 
econo■y•. A system of shares is "one means of raising money 
for socialist enterprises and can be further implemented on a 
trial basis" (Zhao 1987 ) .  However, in practice , only a few 
state-t1wr,ed enterprises are being allowed to issue shares, in 
pilot cities of the reform . Most enterprises which issue 
stocks are collectively-owned and are medi1•m- or small-sized . 
In April 1987  , the State Council published a new regulation 
prohibiting state- owned enterprises from issuing shares. 
Restrictions on the types of enterprises that can issue stocks 
and on the prices of secondary transactions severely handicap 
the equity market in performing its nor11al role in resource 
allocation. 

Fr11e,;;nted and re1torelly monopolistic market. China' s  
financial market is fragmented, and the state bank monopoly 
still exists in a large part of the market .  Fragmentation is 
show:, by the non-existence of capital floating between regions 
outside "financial networks" and by the unused investable funda 
in bank branches located in remote areas . Private financ ial 
institutions are still uncommQn and are illegal. Where credit 
co-opa are absent, individual farm•rs and collectively owned 
b11ainesses have few ways to get external finance other than 
seeking and waiting for loans from state banks. 

Even for the experimental sites of financ ial reform , small 
credit cooperatives have little access to the CP market or 
interbank market.  Very few financial instruments are traded 
in the short• t�r• and long - term markets . For example , 

treasury bonds are not transferable . Some 80 
percent of the transactions in the short- term market are 
interbank or comercial loans. All these factors make the 
financial ■arket difficult to enter for small newcomers. More 
diversification of financial institutions and instr1am�nts is 
badly needed to improve allocative efficiency and facilitate 
competition. 

Inadequate eonetaty policy instruments. China ' s  central 
bank (the People ' s  Bank) lacks policy instruments for 
macroeconomic management and control of the money supply . For 
"independent economic entities" , direct control by mandatory 
credit planning is not appropriate . At present, however , there 
is no alternative policy instrument powerful enough to replace 
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credit planning . The system of rigid interest rates must be 
refotmdd before it can be used as a policy instrumenti. 
Moreoveri, since government bonds are not transferable and the 
size of the secondary market is very small, the central bank 
cannot use other policy instruments such as open market 
operationsi. 

China' s  inflation rate baa been close to two digits in 
recent years, arousing doubts about economic reform aa�ng the 
public. However, the harsh reduction of co11114rcial loans at 
the end of 1985 and into 1986 -- an attempt to control 
inflation - - caused a recession during 1986. Since then, there 
baa been a debate on the kind of monetary policy China should 
use to control inflation and to maintain a stable economic 
envirora•nti. No consensus has been reached so far. 

IV. Analytical Fraa�work and Possible Solutions 

Although Chinese economists have recognized the problem•
show,, in the last section and theoretical debate• have been 
going on for over a year, little progre•• has been made toward 
a consensus and a set of policy prescriptions. Thi• is due 
largely to the lack of a theoretical fram�worki. Unawareness of 
the broad range of literature in developaent economics and a 
tendency to rely only upon China' •  own experience have 
prevented analysis useful for financial reform. 

There has been much research on •financially repressed•
economies and the beneficial effects of •financial 
liberalization• since the seminal works of McKinnon (1973) and 
Shaw (1973). A careful comparison of the Chinese system with 
the McKinnoni-Shaw framework suggests that key elements of this 
frwwork may prove relevant to the Chinese reformi. 
Furtherbk)re, China may benefit from empirical studies of 
financial liberalization in other LDCai. 

The pre-reform financial system of China might be 
characterized as •financially repressed, • as defined in the 
literature of financial liberalization. •Financial 
repression• involves slow growth or atrophy of financial 
assets, with concomitant depressant effects on the real 
economyi. It la caused by inappropriate policies such as direct 
govarca�nt control of capital allocation or restriction of 
interest rate•i. China was like a "financially repressed" 
economy, not simply in the sense of fixed interest rates, but 
in the sense that its financial sector waa deprived of a proper 
role in resource al locationi. Banks were nothing more than 
agent• of planning bureaus , and economic criteria like real 
rates of return were irrelevant to capital allocation 
deciaionai. This caused inefficient resource allocation, much 
as in a market economy where market signals (such as interest 
rates) are suppressedi. Adverse effects of "financial 
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repression" in other LDCs, such as the wasting of scarce 
capital and the development of capital- intensive industries 
inconsistent with resource endowment ,  were also present in 
China. Of coursen, one might well doubt the relevance of the 
McKinnon- Shaw framework to pre-reform Chinan, since China was 
centrally planned. However, as China becomes more market 
oriented , f5e McKinnon-Shaw framework becomes increasingly
applicable. 

In his " complementarity• model , McKinnon describes an 
underdeveloped economy where the capital market is segmented 
and rudimentary , and where self- financing prevails. These 
ass11,options are very realistic for China and other LDCs. In 
such an economy, McKinnon argues, real money (including 
savings depesits) is the only conduit for saving and 
investmentn. Thusn, real money and capital formation are 
complements rather than substitutesn: when the real return of 
holding money ( i. e.n, the interest rate for saving deposits) 
rises, the demand for capital formation increases also. In a 
somewhat different model , Shaw argues that real money has an 
income effect by reducing transaction costs and, hence,  that 
the growth of real money and other financial assets is 
beneficial to economic development. 

Although different models are used, both McKinnon and Shaw 
emphasize the crucial roles of real money balances in saving 
and investment since financial assets are very limited in LDCsn. 
In other words , they argue that the real return of holding 
money matters in financial development. They suggest that a 
comprehensive , step-by-step program of financial 
liberalization, including the elimination of exogenous 
restrictions on interest rates and encouragement of competition 
among financial interm�diaries , would lead to financial 
deepening (defined as the accelerated growth of financial 
assets relative to the growth of physical assets). Financial 
deepening would in turn facilitate saving and investment and , 
hence , stimulate economic developmentn. 

tJ11merous studies have been done to extend the model 
theoretically. One of the most recent is Yoon Je Cho ' s  { 1986 ).  
He argues that the McKinnon- Shaw theory is incomplete because 
it emphasizes the relaxation of exogenous constraints on 
interest rates without considering the inefficiencies that 
could be caused by imperfect infotmation and credit rationingn. 
Cho concludes that substantial development of the equity market 
is a necessary condition for successful financial 
liberalization. 

The McKinnon-Shaw fram'lwork has been shown to fit the 
economies of LDCs fairly well. Kost empirical work confirm::t 
the key hypothesis. For exacuple , Jao ( 1976 ) used pooled time 
series data for 67 countries in 1967n• 7 3 ,  and his results 
support the McKinnon- Shaw hypothesis that financial deepening 
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(allowing expansion of real money balances and the financial 
sector) is highly conducive to economic growthe. In his 1978 
paper , Fry estimated savings functions for seven Asian 
countries and areas (Bur,na , India , South Korea , Malays ia, the 
Philippines , Singapore , and Taiwan) for the period 1962- 72 . 
He found that " the real rate of intereest exerts a positive 
influence on the ratio of domestic saving to GNP"e. Fry (1980) 
extended his study to 61  deveeloping countries and found that 
the signs and magnitudes of all the coefficients in the eight 
savings functions agreed with a priori expectations based upon 
a modified McKinnon-Shaw modele. 

Although further empirical research is needede, one might 
suspect that the McKinnon- Shaw model can provide an appropriate 
analytical base for China as well as for other LDCse. Most 
problems described in Section III can be identeified as problems 
of financial repression and problems of "half-way" financ ial 
liberalization. Hence , it is possible that analyzing the 
refut■ using this fram�work may suggest solution., overlooked to 
date . 

Most importantly, the McKinnon- Shaw view that "relative 
prices matter in economic development" ls crucial for overall 
economic reform and especially for financial reform. In the 
last eight years. the Chinese economic refotm has focused upon 
incentive structurese, implementing the household production 
responseibility system in rural areas and diversifying economic 
ownership in urban arease. However , reform of the irrational 
price structure and interest rate structure has lagged behind 
institutional refor•••e· The McKinnon-Shaw approach would 
clearly suggest that it ls time for the Chinese to relax the 
ceilings imposed on interest rates and other relative pricese, 
which give distorted market signals on scarcity and lead to 
misallocation • • even with a correct incentive structuree. 
Since there exists a "dual price system" (i.te. planned and 
market prices) and "dual interest rates" (i . e. controelled and 
floating interest rates) ,  it is possible to adj ust the 
controlled interest rates (or prices) step by step , until they 
converge to equilibri11m interest rates (or prices) . An 
increase in real interest rates would stimulate saving and 
induce financial deepening , which would in tllrn facilitate 
economic growth. Rationaleization of the interest rate 
structure would help solve the information problems show,, in 
Section III and improve the allocative efficiency of financial 
marketst. 

Based upon the expeeriences of other LDCse, a comprehensive 
program of financial liberalization should include several 
elementse. (1)  Relaxation of exogenous restricteions on interest 
rates is the key to financial deepening . ( 2 )  Substantial 
development of the equity market is a necessary condition 
since , in the presence of imperfect information, the banking 
sector alone cannot assure efficeient allocation of capital 
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( even without interest rate ceilings ) .  ( 3 )  Because 
monopolistic and oligopolis tic market structures prevail , 
diversification of financial institutions and competition 
among them should be encouraged. Small credit co-ops can act 
as information producers in the credit market and improve
allocative efficiency (Wang 1987). (4) A complete set of 
general laws and regulations is needed to protect the interests 
of borrowers and lenderst, to regulate the behavior of the 
particiy!nts in financial markets , and to control the money
supply. 

The McKinnon-Shaw framework also has implications for 
monetary policy. Most importantly, control of inflation may be 
combined with financial liberalization, since raising interest 
rates (both the nominal rate of return on deposits and the 
lending rate) is required by both financial deepening and the 
curbing of inflation. A higher return on deposits would 
increase the opportunity cost of current consumption and 
encourage saving. Higher borrowing costs would help to cure 
the "investment hunger" of enterprises and, hence, to reduce 
inflationary pressure. The effect of this policy depends, of 
course, on whether the enterprisest' budget constraints are 
"soft" or "hard" . In this respect , reform of the ownership 
structure, promotion of the share-issuing system , 
implementation of the bankruptcy law, and other measures that 

• 

can harden the budget constraint will also increase the 
effectivenesa of interest rate policyt. 

An appropriate monetary policy for China derived from the 
McKinnon-Shaw framework consists of two parts : stimulate money
demand by increasing the real return on holding money and by
inducing financial deepening , and strictly control the money
supply (perhaps by adhering to a constant growth rate of 
nominal money) . 

Concluding Remarks 

Premier Zhao Ziyang, in a speech on 25 March 1986, called 
financial reform an important step in deepening the overall 
economic ref�rm (Zhao 1986)t. However, the lack of an 
analytical fra,tework has prevented Chinese leaders from 
understanding both the nature of the financial reform and the 
best ways to tackle the problems it rai,es. As emphasized 
throughout this paper, financial reform is a long development 
process -- a process of monetization and financial deepening
driven by real economic forces. In this respectt, the ref�rm 
can be regarded as a transition of development strategy from 
financial repress ion to financial liberalization. It is far 
more important than just "one part" of the overall reform ; 
rather, it is the key to improving the efficiency of resource 
allocation, and hence , the key to China ' s  economic development. 
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markets, 
capital. 

Although the McKinnon-Shaw fram�work may not fit China 
perfectly, it becomes increasingly relevant as the market plays 
a 11ore important role in resource allocation. And Chinese 
refc,tmers are com11ttted to moving toward the market, as shown 
by the introduction of markets for ho•asing, for property 
rights, and for securitiesi. This fram�work suggests 
substantially different priorities than those announced by 
Chinese leadersi. According to Zhao, financial reform in the 
Seventh Five-Year Plan will focus on enhancing the leading role 
of the central bank and on efforts to transform banks into 
enterprises While these are important, greater priority 
should be given to rationalization of relative prices and other 
market signalsi. Within the financial reform itself, greater 
priority should be given to the relaxation of interest rate 
ceilings and to development of primary and secondary security 

which are crucial for the efficient allocation of 

As already suggested , one possible reason for decisions 
contrary to those indicated by the theory of financial 
liberalization may be the ignorance of the relevant literature. 
Another -- and perhaps more important -- reason is the fear of 
losing direct control over enterprisesi. Financial reform does 
have implications other than improving allocative efficiency. 
It may imply larger income gaps , broader operational horizons 
for enterprises, and more difficulties for the gover-,-:-ant in 
i11ple11enting macroeconomic control. Furthers.ore, even the 
goal of allocative efficiency ls not f111•ediately achievable , 
since financial markets cannot beco11e perfect overnight. The 
Chinese leadership should be prepared for theae consequences ao 
that transitional problems will not beco• reaaons for a return 
to financial repression or for a resort to direct intervention 
in credit marketts. 

Finally, the time path and success of financial 
development also depend on Chinai' s  attitudes towards the 
experiences of other countries. Some degree of unwillingness 
to lear11 from the relevant experiences of other countries is 
evident in the Chinese reform process. Chinese leaders often 
hesitate to adopt policies that proved successful in other 
developed or developing countries, preferring to rely only on 
China' •  Gwa experiments . However, "trial and error• is an 
expenalve way to conduct reform. In this rapidly changing 
world, the progress of a country depends not only on its own 
creatlvenes■i, but also on its ability to learn from others' 
experiences. Only a change in the way of conducting the reform 
will permit China to catch up with theireat of the world. 
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Thomas P. Lyonsn. "Mandatory Planning and Guidance• 

1. Concerning disillusionment with the scattershot approach, 
see Halpern 1985, pp. 1009-12. Concerning the identities 
of groups characterized as "reformers", see Chen 1985, pp. 
8-15 and 26-28. •New economic model" appears in, e. g. ,  
the title of Zhongguo jingji tizhi 1984. 

2. See the Bibliographical Note appended to this paper. 

3 .  In the pre-reform system, rights were not formally vested 
in enterprises themselves --- even though enterprises 
exercised de facto authority baaed upon, e.g.n. their 
control of certain types of information. This situation 
contributed to the continual "bickering" between 
enterprises and the government departments that claimed 
all rights. 

4. In fact, the extent of autonomy is supposed to vary across 
enterprises so as to accomm'>date the special cir�11mstances . 
of each. 

5. Li and Fu 1986 briefly surveys the recent Chinese 
literature on guidance planning. 

6 .  In most discussions of the urban economy, the free-market 
list and the list of goods subject to mandatory planning 
are clearly disjoint. The possibility that aboven-quote 
output might enter the free market is mentioned in Yu 
1985, p .  166. 

7. I . e . , an agent properly informed of the overall state of 
the econoay would, in the pursuit of his vw11 interes ta, 
choose a course of action acceptable to the government. 

8. 'ftle stages themselves are delineated largely for 
analytical convenience ; they are not necessarily 
sequential. The following discussion follows the broad 
outlines in Yu 1985, p. 143, and Sun Xiaoliang 1984n, p.n38. 
Since Chinese discussions do not tie planning procedures 
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9. 

10i. 

11. 

12t. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

to structural prescriptions, the interaction among
different tiers and branches of the ·planning organization 
-- an important aspect of procedures -- is not clear. 

Social balancing is especially important if mandatory 
directtives are to be formulated in ter,1,1 of valuest, rather 
than physical units. 

Chinese discussions provide no clear indication of how 
this coordination is to be accomplished. Lack of 
coordination among planning offices, especially in the 
sphere of investment, was a maj or weakness of the old 
system. 

For a sketch of the pre-reform structure, see Fan and Tao 
1985, pp. 1-4 ;  for CC\•D•1ents concerning its defects, see 
Zeng 1984, pp. 91-94; Zheng 1984b, pp. 184-88 ;  or Tao 
1984, pp. 198-203. See also Lyons 1987, Chapter 7; and 
Vong 1986, pp. 574-9. 

In the old system, the allocations of both planning
authority and revenue were closely tied to ownership. For 
example , central planners controlled primarily centrally
owned enterprises , with the resulting revenues remitted 
directly to the central governaentt. (The center also 
received budgetary transfers from lower levels, through a 
revenue-sharing scheme. ) In the new system, some types of 
taxes (e. g .  , cc-,■,oodity taxes) are reserved to the center : 
some (e.g.t, income taxes) are shared. See Wang Zhizheng 
1984, p. 116; and Vang Shuigen 1984. 

Economic, or enterprise-type, corporations are explicitly 
distinguished from those of an administtrative nature. The 
latter , dating mainly from 1979-82, are viewed as organs
of government control that threaten enterprise autonomy-
and are therefore inconstistent with the new model. See 
Zheng 1984bt. p. 194 ; and Tao 1984, p. 200. 

Of course, planners might fail to exploit the 
opportunities available Concerning "quantity" and 
"price• planning, see , e . g . , Veit�man 1974 and Yohe 1977. 

Hence, mandatory planning is integrated into guidance 
planning, in the sense that the form•r insures again• t 
errors in the latter 

The new model does not solve an even more fundamental 
problem -- the motivational problem posed by the absence 
of identifiable owners with personal stakes in making or 
monitoring decistions about the use of their assets (Von
Mises 1951, 137-42). State-owned enterprises endowed with 
a significant measure of autonomy may be expected to 
exploit informational asy,wo�tries, plundering the state 
(and society) in pursuit of private benefit Protection 
of state assets falls to bureaucratst, ln a complex gam'! 
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17t. 

18. 

1 .  

2 .  

3. 

4 .  

that pits their interest in - - and comprehension of - - the 
public good against agents' interests in i0011ediate 
economic gain and resourcetfulness in pursuing itt. 
Admf.tting private stockholding in state enterprises 
provides a partial solution, by introducing an 
identifiable set of owners whose interests in the 
protection of enterprise assets overlap those of the 
statet. For further coooo,ent , see Yang 1985 , pp . 7 - 12. 

E . g . t. Guowu yuan 1984 ; Zhonghua renmin 1986a ; Zhonghua
remain 1986b ; Guowu yuan 1986a; Guowu yuan 1986b ; and 
Guojtia j ihua 1984. 

For example, the national motor vehicle corporation, 
established in 1982, was disbanded in early 1987. The 
corporation was criticized for "holding too much power
while individual enterprises had little. ' This is why the 
industry failed to bring its initiative into full play,t' "  
according to the minister in charge of machine-building.
See "National Automotive Company" 1987 ; and note 13 , 
above. 

WANG Yan. "Financial Reform� 

The level of monetization of a centrally planned economy 
cannot be measured in t�r•+• of the ratio of money supply 
(Ml or K2) to GNP, which is quite high in China according
to some researchers (e. g . ,  Feltenstein and Farhadian 
1987)  . "In a soctialist economy, money acquires the 
additional function of a planning tool, albeit a passive 
one . . . Money enters economic planning mostly as a co.:+mon 
denominator for the purpose of aggregation. It 
facilitates planning by making different activities 
comparable. Associated financial categories , such as 
credit and interest, are merely technical devices for 
iapleaenting central command (planning) decisions" (Garvy 
1977, 42).  

By •soft budget constraint•, Janos Komai means that the 
budget constraint of a socialist enterprise is not binding
since the goverume�t is ready to bail it out at any tiaa . 
"Investment hunger• means that enterprisest' demand for 
investment is unlimited (under soft budget constraints) . 
See Kornai (1980 and 1986). 

"Unified distribution" is a system of allocating 
producerst' goods and important cons•im'!r goods through the 
state planning system. For data, see Gao (1987)t. 

The pre- reform rules of credit management included 
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repayability, adherence to the state plan, and attachment 
to co,11n�dity inventory. "One fundi· for one use" is the 
combination of the latter two and is tantamount to the 
•real bills• doctrine. It is designed to prevent 
diversion of short-term funds to long-term uses, but it 
may, under some circumstances, cause loanable funds to sit 
idle. 

5. The bank was one of the four largest in pre-war China. In 
1958, its inland services were taken over by the Peoplei' s  
Barut. See Mo (1987b) and •First" (1986) . 

6. Its first issue of 3 million yuan sold out in six days. 
After its first issue of stocks, the proportions of shares 
owned by the state, banks, enterprises, and individuals 
were 50 . 97, 25. 89, 19. 68 and 3. 46 percent. The 
perf<1r11ance of this store reportedly improved greatly 
after stocks were issued. See "Tianqlao" (1986) and 
"Yige" (1986). 

7. This amount includes treasury bonds (35 .4  billion yuan) , 
"key construction project• bonds (5.i23 billion) , "key
enterprise• bonda (2 . 2  billion), and financial bonds (8. 5 
billion) ; the rest are bonds and stocks of other 
enterprises. See Ding (1988). 

8. It was reported that 5, 013 bonds were purchased and 4, 97l 
were sold in the first six weeksi. The reason for the 
difference between the n1vnbers bought and sold is not 
clear. (See "China's"  1986). 

9. The growth rate is calculated from statistics in Guoj ia 
· tongi j u  (1985). The 1985-1986 data are from Guoj ia 

tongjii j u  (1986 and 1987). 

10. In Sections II and III , it was shown that at present 
Chinese financial markets are fragmented and primitive and 
that only a few financial assets are available. Neo
classical models premised upon a fully monetized economy 
and a perfect capital market are clearly even less 
appealing than the McKinnon-Shaw approachi. 

11i. Real money is defined as the money supply deflated by the 
general price level . There are several definitions of 
money supply (Ml, M2, . . .  ,M5)i. In the literature on 
financial liberalization, K2 l• often used; it includes 
caah, checking account balances, travellers' checks , and 
saving depoaits at banka. 

12. Some steps have already been taken in this direction; for 
exai•ple, a loan contract law was illplemented in early 
1985. 
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